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ABSTRACT  

 

I shall use Freud’s theory of the life and death drives as a platform to discuss a series of oppositions in Alpha 

redaction of Trójumanna saga. The saga is marked by continual cycles of battles and truces. These cycles 

echo the repetition compulsion which Freud observed and adopted as the germ of his theory, and they signal 

the individual’s need to master death and absence by re-enacting the process. Freud’s theory operates on two 

levels, the psychological and the sociological; intriguingly, both develop as the saga takes shape. 

Psychologically, the death drive has varied manifestations, most unambiguously a willingness to die and an 

impulse to destruction. Yet it also surfaces in behaviors that seem only tangentially related, or rather a product 

of the life instincts. Some characters embody one or more of these manifestations, and others demonstrate the 

ambiguous and often contradictory nature of the drives. On the sociological level, Trójumanna saga describes 

conflicting values which cause dissent in communities. These values mirror the patterns of opposition Freud 

investigates. While the life and death drives should not per se be understood as simply healthy or harmful, 

both instincts can emerge at inappropriate intervals, in which case they suggest an imbalance. I shall apply 

psychoanalytic concepts to Trójumanna saga in order to explore these proper and improper expressions of 

Freud’s drives. 

 

 

 

ÁGRIP 

 

Ég ætla hér að nota kenningu Freuds um lífs- og dauðhvöt sem grundvöll til þess að ræða um andstöður í 

Alpha-útgáfu Trójumanna sögu. Þessi saga einkennist fyrir samfellda röð af bardögum og vopnahléum. Þessir 

atburðir endurspegla þá endurtekningaráráttu sem Freud athugaði og beitti sem kjarna kenningarinnar sinnar. 

Þeir tákna einnig þörf einstaklings til að hafa stjórn á dauðanum og tómleika með því að endurskapa ferli. 

Kenning Freuds er virk bæði á sálfræðilegu og félagslegu sviði. Athyglisvert er að hvort tveggja þróast um 

leið og sagan mótast. Frá sálfræðilegu sjónarhorni vísar dauðhvöt til ýmissa einkenna, umfram allt til 

dauðalöngunar og tortímingar. Ennfremur kemur hún upp í hegðum sem aðeins lauslega tengjast henni eða 

sem eru frekar afrakstur lífshvatar. Sumar persónur sögunnar fela í sér eitt af þessum einkennum eða jafnvel 

fleiri. Aðrar sýna í staðinn tvíræða og oft mótsagnakennda eðli þessara hvata. Á félagslegu sviði lýsir 

Trójumanna saga gagnstæðum gildum sem valda togstreitu í samfélaginu. Þessi gildi endurspegla 

andstöðuferlin sem Freud rannsakar. Annars vegar ætti ekki að líta á lífs- og dauðahvöt hvora um sig sem 

heilnæma og skaðlega. Hins vegar getur hvor tveggja komið upp með ójöfnu millibili og sýnir svo misvægi. 

Ég skal hér beita sálfræðilegum hugtökum til þess að kanna þessi eiginlegu og óeiginlegu einkenni hvata sem 

Freud hefur rannsakað. 
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William Etty, The Sirens and Ulysses, ca. 1837. Manchester, Manchester Art Gallery. 

 

 

Introduction 

Sirens are perhaps the shrewdest representation of the perils of glory. Through Circe, 

Homer warns of their achingly sweet voices
1
, the Sirens whose “song is death, and makes 

destruction please. / Unblest the man, whom music wins to stay / Nigh the curs'd shore, and 

listen to the lay. / No more that wretch shall view the joys of life”
2
. The allure of κλέος, that 

which is heard: seductive as it is threatening. William Etty’s painting The Sirens and 

Ulysses does not depict the usual animal-human hybrids, but rather three nude women, 

inviting, fair and gleaming on their island. Behind them are flowers and soft grass, and 

scattered before their knees are bones and corpses. Aboard his ship, Ulysses violently 

strives to approach the beckoning Sirens. He is massive in comparison with his men, and 

illuminated by the same shaft of light which embraces the women. While two Sirens 

beckon Ulysses—and there are only two in Homer’s Odyssey—a third opens arms to us, as 

                                                           
1
 Homer, Odyssey 12.158--9. 

2
 Homer’s Odyssey, trans. Alexander Pope (London: George Bell & Sons, 1906), 194. 
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though to welcome. We have a series of contrasts here: land and sea, a blue sky polluted by 

grim clouds, women and men, the pale and bright colored skin of the Sirens and Ulysses in 

opposition to the bronze tones of the men. The putrid and the sensuous. Flowers and bones: 

growth and decay intermingled. The Siren myth affords us a platform to discuss the 

interplay of life and death, Eros and Thanatos, and the strange ambiguity of glory. To 

“make destruction please”, this is the singular power of κλέος. Yet this power, from another 

perspective, is irrational. If the goal of life is survival, then why should the prospect of 

destruction please? Why should we find seductive that which kills us?  

This puzzle certainly troubled Sigmund Freud, the father of psychoanalysis. He 

discussed the magnitude of the unconscious mind like a wilderness, a force plainly 

operating in the organism, yet in secret. Freud was not breaking new ground here—he was 

cognizant that past authors such as Sophocles and Shakespeare recognized the 

repercussions of the unconscious mind, its reverberations in human behavior. On his 

seventieth birthday, he said “the poets and philosophers before me discovered the 

unconscious; what I discovered was the scientific method by which the unconscious can be 

studied”
3
. This unique method of the human mind is an elastic, multi-dimensional space in 

which we can discuss the activity and exchanges of the forces at work in the human psyche. 

Freud was a prolific, canny writer, and the sheer seductive power of his work has intrigued 

famous thinkers from Gerald Edelman to Jean-Paul Sartre. The unconscious: essentially, 

this is the world into which the Sirens loose their song in Homer’s Odyssey. While Freud 

has fallen somewhat out of favor in many academic circles (largely seen as being 

controversial and out of date), I believe his theories can provide valuable insights into 

literature. Without reservations, we can say that literature is fundamentally intertwined with 

the human psyche. Both are incalculable and subject to innumerous calculations. The 

oeuvres of Freud are—in the most elemental sense—a provocative and compelling means 

to study the psyche, and they will naturally be a provocative and compelling means to study 

literature. There are, however, critical differences to address when examining the two. Most 

immediately evident is the fact that narrative is perfect—that is, complete. It has a 

                                                           
3
 Lionel Trilling, The Liberal Imagination: Essays on Literature and Society (London: Secher and Warburg, 

1951), 34. 
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beginning, a middle, and an end; literature is comprised of signs which directly (if not 

obviously) convey meaning. In contrast, the behavior of real people seldom fits together so 

tidily. Characters may be nothing more than the sum of their appearances, but real humans 

suffer from a deficiency of identifications. Thus the process of understanding the two must 

differ. If we can internalize Freud’s theories as abstract entities instead of mere how-to’s 

towards understanding human behavior, we might arrive at some interesting conclusions, or 

at the very least enjoy an interesting modern perspective on a very ancient story. 

Speculation on the one will perhaps result in illumination of the other. 

The Trojan War of the early twelfth century BCE has been a matter of interest to 

scholars of many disciplines over many centuries. Historicity remains under question. 

Heinrich Schliemann is perhaps the most infamous name attached to archaeological 

scholarship
4
, and in the late nineteenth century, he (and later his architect Wilhelm 

Dörpfeld) continued work begun by Frank Calvert
5
 to uncover the layers of what are now 

clearly nine different Trojan cities in Hisarlik, Turkey
6
. Archaeologists such as Carl 

Blegen
7
 and Manfred Korfmann

8
 continued excavations in subsequent decades. More 

recently, Peter Jablonka and Ernst Pernicka have taken on the valuable work of 

understanding the Bronze Age site. Despite some naysayers, scholarship tends to agree that 

this is very possibly the location of King Priam’s Troy and that a large-scale conflict took 

place in northwestern Anatolia (modern-day Turkey). The Trojan culture is known solely 

through these excavations. Other possible participants of the Trojan War, if indeed such a 

conflict took place, are slightly less enigmatic. Two of the greatest civilizations around the 

end of the Late Bronze Age were the Hittites and the Mycenaeans, and third player might 

have been the obscure Sea Peoples. These are hypothesized to be the major actors. While 

we have uncovered the nine cities of Troy, our archaeological evidence for the interplay 

                                                           
4
 See David Traill’s Schliemann of Troy: Treasure and Deceit for an exposition of Schliemann’s notoriously 

colorful scholarship. 
5
 Susan Heuck Allen, “‘Finding the Walls of Troy’: Frank Calvert, Excavator,” American Journal of 

Archaeology 99, no. 3 (1995): 379. 
6
 Susan Heuck Allen, Finding the Walls of Troy: Frank Calvert and Heinrich Schliemann at Hisarlik 

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), 142. 
7
 See especially Blegen, Troy and the Trojans. 

8
 Korfmann’s work has been exceptionally influential, both in terms of scholarship on Troy and kindling 

public interest. As a result of his efforts, Troy was designated a World Heritage site, and the surrounding area 

a national park; see Brian Rose, “Manfred Korfmann, 1942--2005.” 
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between these powers is scanty at best. Thucydides and Herodotus, ancient historians of the 

fifth century BCE, and the account of Roman historian Livy towards the end of the first 

century BCE are similarly limited. Centuries later, classical scholars of the Middle Ages 

persisted in skepticism, though notably some chroniclers seem to consider the Trojan War 

as history, such as Geoffrey of Monmouth
9
. The archaeological finds I have discussed and 

their subsequent investigations are the primary evidence that informs modern scholarship 

on the matter of the Trojan War.  

Historicity aside, the events constituting the basis of the Iliad have generated 

perhaps the most profuse subject of western literature, the Matter of Troy. While the epic 

the Cypria is the earliest known literature on the Trojan War, it has been surpassed in 

acclaim and popularity by Homer’s work, likely on account that only an exhaustive 

summary of the Cypria remains to us. The most important literature has traditionally been 

the Iliad and the Odyssey, which will undoubtedly be familiar to most readers today. The 

figures and events described in these works were taken up by dozens of ancient and 

medieval authors, and many have traced the lives of these characters following the period 

of the war. Stories about them proliferated and transformed as each author and culture 

appropriated them for their own purposes. Succeeding Homer the ancient Greeks of the 

eighth and seventh centuries BCE produced epics including the Aethiopis, the Little Iliad, 

the Iliupersis, and the Telegony (no longer extant or surviving only in fragments). These 

works and others comprise what is termed the Epic Cycle. Other ancient authors 

incorporated characters and events following the Trojan War into their own works: we have 

plays by Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, which follow characters like King 

Agamemnon, Neoptolemus, Odysseus (Ulysses in the Latin tradition), Helen, Andromache, 

and Queen Hecuba. Near the end of the first century BCE, the poets Virgil and Ovid 

expound extensively on the Matter of Troy. Virgil, of course, wrote an entire epic on the 

most important Trojan to escape the burning of his city: Aeneas, in the Aeneid. Ovid 

devotes a book of his Metamorphoses to the sack of Troy, and in his Heroides writes of 

Achilles and Odysseus, and Helen and Alexander (also called Paris). The Ilias Latina is the 

                                                           
9
 Analyzed in Francis Ingledew, “The Book of Troy and the Genealogical Construction of History: The Case 

of Geoffrey of Monmouth's Historia regum Britanniae.” 
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sole Latin poetic version that survives in entirety, and condenses ca. 15,693 hexameters of 

Greek poetry into some 1,000 of Latin; it was produced as an educational textbook 

throughout the Roman Empire and well into the medieval period
10

. These are perhaps the 

best-known contributions in Classical Latin.  

Throughout Late Antiquity and well into the Middle Ages, authors continued to 

choose the Trojan War and its participants as subject matter. Daretis Phrygii de excidio 

Trojae historia is, for our purposes, of exceptional importance, although it is generally not 

considered among the finest literature in the Matter of Troy. According to Alfred Gudeman, 

American-German classical scholar writing in the late nineteenth century, this work “stands 

without a rival in the ludicrous absurdity of its information”
11

, though he regards it (and 

another work by Dictys Cretensis) with some interest on account that “well-nigh all the 

information which the Middle Ages possessed concerning the Trojan expedition was 

derived from these sources”
12

. The Homeric works were, regrettably, largely unknown 

during most of the medieval period. Indeed, Joseph of Exeter used De excidio Troiae 

historia as a major source for his work De bello Troiano
13

, a notable medieval contribution. 

Other medieval/renaissance works in the Matter of Troy are Dante’s Divine Comedy of the 

fourteenth century, the lengthy Le Roman de Troie by Benoît de Sainte-Maure of the mid-

twelfth century, and Geoffrey Chaucer’s late fourteenth century Troilus and Criseyde. 

Moving towards the modern era, we see a proliferation of works devoted to this matter. 

Shakespeare composed Troilus and Cressida (for which Chaucer’s version was a main 

source) in the early seventeenth century. Soon after, Christopher Marlowe published his 

play The Tragical History of the Life and Death of Doctor Faustus, the most famous 

monologue of which is addressed to the still-lovely shade of Helen of Troy. Moving 

towards the twentieth century, among the many authors that mined the Troy legend for their 

                                                           
10

 Welcome A. Tilroe, “The Ilias Latina: A Study of the Latin Iliad, Including Translation, Commentary, and 

Concordance” (PhD diss., University of Southern California, 1939), 23, 

http://digitallibrary.usc.edu/cdm/ref/collection/p15799coll3/id/506434.  
11

 Alfred Gudeman, “Literary Frauds among the Romans,” Transactions of the American Philological 

Association, Vol. 25 (1894): 152. 
12

 Gudeman, “Literary Frauds among the Romans,” 150. 
13

 Marilynn Desmond, “Trojan Itineraries and the Matter of Troy,” in The Oxford History of Classical 

Reception in English Literature, vol. 1, ed. Rita Copeland (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016), 255. 
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work are the poets Tennyson and Yeats, and modern authors from James Joyce to Margaret 

Atwood to Rick Riordan. 

A brief overview of the Matter of Troy does little justice; I shall narrow scope 

swiftly. Literary culture blossomed in Iceland during the centuries following the 

Christianization of the country ca. 1,000 AD, resulting in a substantial body of vernacular 

texts encompassing a broad spectrum of genres. A subset of the medieval Icelandic saga 

corpus treats the Matters of Rome and Troy. Notable among these are Alexanders saga 

(The Saga of Alexander) and Romverja saga (The Saga of the Romans). Our focus for this 

study will comprise a single work from this subset, and a single redaction of that work: 

Trójumanna saga. This saga is generally connected with both the riddarasögur (chivalric 

sagas) and historiography
14

, as it played a significant role in shaping the riddarasögur well 

after the thirteenth century
15

. I shall first review the connected work De excidio Troiae 

historia, then give a brief overview of the redactions, authorship, and dating of Trójumanna 

saga. 

The text De excidio Troiae historia (History of the Fall of Troy, referred henceforth 

as DET) is the primary source, although the Ilias Latina also plays a crucial role in shaping 

our saga. This was not nearly so dominant as DET, but was likely the closest source to 

Homer’s work afforded to the medieval West
16

, and any scenes of Homeric tradition in 

Trójumanna saga that are not present in DET can be accounted for by influence of the Ilias 

Latina
17

. DET is aptly named; the author purports it to be a translation by Cornelius Nepos 

of an eyewitness account of the Trojan War. This account was, allegedly, penned by a 

Phrygian soldier named Dares fighting on behalf of the Trojans. Dares is mentioned both in 

                                                           
14

 Diana Whaley, “A useful past: historical writing in medieval Iceland,” in Old Icelandic Literature and 

Society, ed. Margaret Clunies Ross (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 164. 
15

 Randi Claire Eldevik, “The Dares Phrygius Version of Trójumanna saga: A Case Study in the Cross-

cultural Mutation of Narrative” (PhD diss., Harvard University, 1987), 30. Cf. Trójumanna saga, ed. Jonna 

Louis-Jensen (Copenhagen: Den Arnamagnæanske Kommission, 1981), xlv-l. Both Eldevik and Louis-Jensen 

comment on the commonalities of Trójumanna saga and riddarasögur, though they draw different 

conclusions.  
16

 Eldevik, “The Dares Phrygius Version of Trójumanna saga: A Case Study in the Cross-cultural Mutation of 

Narrative,” 2. 
17

 Ibid., 8. 
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Homer’s Iliad and Virgil’s Aeneid
18

; recent scholarship has suggested that DET author 

plucked this name from the Homeric texts to validate his own work through an association 

with that of Homer
19

. Cornelius Nepos, to whom the translation is ascribed, was a well-

regarded Roman historian of the first century BCE, and most likely had naught to do with 

DET
20

. Estimating from the advanced stage of Latin, this text was likely composed around 

the sixth century
21

. Of course, it is not unexpected that the Romans in Late Antiquity would 

favor the work of Dares over that of Homer, the latter being on the wrong side of the Trojan 

War. However, the work is almost certainly a fabrication
22

. That said—it is not a work of 

fiction in the sense we modern readers would normally expect. It reads, rather, like a bland, 

somewhat tedious summary of historical events; little effort is made on behalf of literary 

devices or even character development. Dares outlines the tempestuous relationship 

between the Trojans and Greeks, from the earliest animosity stirred by Jason’s quest for the 

Golden Fleece to the bitter end of the Trojan War. Eldevik points out that the brevity and 

insipidity of DET permits medieval successors “great, although not total, freedom to 

embellish his bare [schema] of the Trojan War in a variety of ways [...] the possible 

permutations are limited only by each adapter’s imagination”
23

. We made be grateful the 

author of Trójumanna saga thus saw fit to embellish this laconic account.  

Trójumanna saga survives in three redactions, which were derived from a single 

archetype or urtext, now unhappily lost. Dating the saga, as such, proves troublesome. The 

Hauksbók redaction of the early fourteenth century is one exception. An edition was 

published first in the nineteenth century
24

, followed Jonna Louis-Jensen’s edition that 

included two variant texts of what we know as the Beta redaction; the Alpha redaction with 

which we are solely concerned was published by Louis-Jensen soon after. She maintains 

                                                           
18

 Jonathan Cornil, “Dares Phrygius’ De Excidio Trojae Historia: Philological Commentary and Translation” 

(master's thesis, Universiteit Gent, 2012), 5, http://lib.ugent.be/fulltxt/RUG01/001/891/500/RUG01-

001891500_2012_0001_AC.pdf. 
19

 Ibid., 2. 
20

 Ibid., 6. 
21

 Praefatio, Daretis Phrygii De Excidio Troiae Historia, ed. Ferdinandus Meister (Lipsiae: Typis 

B.G.Teubneri, 1873), xvii. 
22

 Cornil, “Dares Phrygius’ De Excidio Trojae Historia: Philological Commentary and Translation,” 7. 
23

 Eldevik, “The Dares Phrygius Version of Trójumanna saga: A Case Study in the Cross-cultural Mutation of 

Narrative,” 35. 
24

 Ibid., 5. 
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that the Alpha redaction most faithfully follows the lost urtext, and posits a date for both 

this urtext and the Alpha redaction of the mid-thirteenth century
25

. The other two redactions 

show more prominent influence from Virgil’s Aeneid and Ovid’s Metamorphoses and 

Heroides
26

. Authorship is difficult to pinpoint, though Eldevik notes that it must be the 

product of at least two minds: the original translator and the Alpha redactor
27

. 

Disentangling the threads of authorship beyond a shadow of doubt poses an impossible task 

at present; perhaps the most useful conclusion for our purposes is to say that the Alpha 

redaction is “the product of one man’s taste and one man’s creativity”
28

. I see no reason to 

regard any opposing values or actions in this saga as evidence of different authors, for the 

conflict is ostensibly deliberate, and the general tone consistent.  

I shall use Freud’s theories as a platform to discuss some of these conflicting values. 

Freud—nowadays the subject of so many raised eyebrows and knowing smirks from people 

who never read far beyond the pleasure principle, if they made it there. This is entirely to 

be expected, of course. Freud’s ideas are weird, and the urge to conformity is driven by our 

very natures. Throughout this study I shall unpack this weirdness, so that at least we can 

smirk knowing more than the rest. Sigmund Freud was born in Freiberg
29

 and died some 

eighty years later in 1939
30

, the year World War II began. This is significant: Freud would 

have witnessed World War I and the rise of antisemitism. Confronted by such brutal 

upheaval, his persistent fascination with the death drive (which will form the basis of our 

discussion) is understandable, perhaps even expected. The death drive was among his more 

controversial notions. Even proponents of Freud’s theories are dubious about the death 

drive; in his introduction to Écrits, Lacan observes that “many people who authorize 

themselves the title of psychoanalyst do not hesitate to reject this text by Freud as 

                                                           
25

 Ibid., 6--7. 
26

 For an investigation of Ovid’s influence on Beta redaction, see Luke J. Chambers, “The Hearts of Ovid’s 

Heroines in Trójumanna Saga” (master’s thesis, Western Michigan University, 2013), 

http://scholarworks.wmich.edu/masters_theses/427/. 
27

 Eldevik, “The Dares Phrygius Version of Trójumanna saga: A Case Study in the Cross-cultural Mutation of 

Narrative,” 9. 
28

 Ibid., 9. 
29

 Helena Walker Puner, Freud: His Life and His Mind (Howell: Soskin Publishers, 1947), 11. 
30

 Ibid., 346. 
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superfluous and even risky speculation”
31

.  Freud wrote of two basic instincts, Eros and the 

destructive instinct. The first aims to “establish ever greater unities and to preserve them 

thus—in short, to bind together; the aim of the second is, on the contrary, to undo 

connections and so to destroy things [...] its final aim is to lead what is living into an 

inorganic state”
32

. While the life and death drive manifest quite differently in the 

organism’s behavior, they interweave within the psyche, and can themselves be difficult to 

isolate; perhaps they never appear severally. Exegetes have toyed with this theory like a 

prism, turned it this way and that, and allowed its light to illuminate various disciplines and 

corners of thought. I shall very briefly review the more brilliant of these, then bring the 

connection with Trójumanna saga to light. 

Some of the most important scholarly work on the death drive has been undertaken 

by Jacques Lacan and Melanie Klein. On the basis of Freud’s work, Klein developed what 

would later be known as Object Relations theory, a new branch of psychoanalysis
33

. 

Freud’s theory of the instincts is a critical component: objects play a significant role in the 

shaping of the subject (for example, the mother’s breast and the mother are objects through 

which the infant child begins to develop understanding of the self). It is this relationship to 

the mother in which the infant first experiences the urges of the life and death instincts, by 

way of the unpleasure/pleasure of hunger/satisfaction and the corresponding impulses of 

anxiety and frustration when it is not fed, and wholeness and harmony when it is satisfied. 

The manifestations of the life and death instincts Klein explores further in a number of 

psychoanalytic concepts, such as Phantasy, Projection, Introjection, Sadism, 

Epistemophilia, Reparation, and Symbolism. Like Freud, she retained a dualistic view of 

the instincts. On the other hand, Jacques Lacan dismisses this dualistic view (concerning 

the drives, that is; he maintains the validity of his opposition between the real and the 

imaginary)
34

. Instead, Lacan posits that “every drive is virtually a death drive”
35

. Still, 

                                                           
31

 Jacques Lacan, Écrits, trans. Bruce Fink (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2006), 33. 
32

 Sigmund Freud, An Outline of Psychoanalysis, in The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological 

Works of Sigmund Freud, trans. and ed. James Strachey, vol. 23, (London: The Hogarth Press Limited, 1964), 

148. 
33

 For a concise overview, see Ayla Michelle Demir, “The Life and Death Instincts in Kleinian Object 

Relations Theory” (working paper, Department of Psychology, University of East London, 2008). 
34

 See Lacan, Écrits, especially the chapters “The Position of the Unconscious”. 
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Lacan believed the theory to be integral to psychoanalytic thought: “For to evade the death 

instinct in his [Freud's] doctrine is not to know his doctrine at all”
36

. Over the course of his 

career, Lacan links the death drive with nostalgia, narcissism, and ultimately the symbolic 

order
37

. This latter was a component of his tripartite classification system known as the 

three orders. Klein and Lacan both use Freud’s theory of the death instinct as a launching 

pad to discuss a broad range of issues; this study will follow suit. Recently, Torfi Tulinius 

has sought traces of the death instinct in the Old Norse-Icelandic literary corpus. He 

connects Thanatos both with aggression and a willingness to die on behalf of characters in 

Njáls saga
38

. 

Now what does this all have to do with Trójumanna saga? The life and death 

drives, according to Freud, were most fundamentally opposing forces working in the 

psyche. I see similarly opposing forces operating in the saga on multiple levels. One clear 

example occurs at the death of the Greek warrior Achilles. Two other Greek heroes, Ajax 

and Ulisses, each claim that they deserve the armor. They present their arguments before 

the Greek host, Ajax then Ulisses. The former makes the case that he uses his weapons 

more and more roughly; he needs them more, and he’ll use them better. His claim is simple: 

he is a more active warrior
39

. The speech of Ulisses, on the other hand, is rather more 

complex. 

 

Þa̋ reis upp Ulis(ses) og tok so til orda, lijtt er ummhuxad ma̋l þad er Ajax 

talar umm, þvi þad ma̋ skiott heira a̋ þessu hans tale hvorsu miog hann hæler 

sier umm sinn róskleik og framgóngu, enn aleitade nockra menn j sinni 

rædu, og mun eg og eckj þvi j moti mæla ad hann er róskur til vopna, og 

hardrar fram góngu...þad ma̋ vera þvi sie skiolldur hans miog hóggvinn, ad 

faer hafe kepst vid honum ad hlijfa og hafe þeir verid nockrer jafnann er 

                                                                                                                                                                                 
35

 Ibid., 719. 
36

 Ibid., 803. 
37

 For these three concepts, see respectively: Jacques Lacan, Les complexes familiaux dans la formation de 

l'individu. Essai d'analyse d'une fonction en psychologie (Paris: Navarin, 1938), 35; Lacan, Écrits, 100--101; 
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meira þætti j abirgd, ef hann lætur nu þesse vopn firer ővinum sijnum, enn 

hvar firer er eckj Ajax jafn hvatur madur sem Hect(or) hinn frækni og 

Ac(illes) hinn sterki, eda Troilus hinn sterki, þeir hófdu aller hin bestu 

hervopn, enn þeir voru ei so forsialer sem þeir voru frækner, og firer þvi 

vannst þeim ei leingi ad veita stirk sijnum monnum, nu meige þier giora vid 

vopn þesse hvor þau skal bera edur ónur skifti a̋ giora vor a̋ milli, higgi nu 

ad hiner vitrustu menn hvort helldur er von sigurinn fa̋est af framgóngu eins 

manns þess sem sterkur er sem eirn risi og hóggur a̋ tvær hendur medan 

hann ma̋ uppi standa, og hlijfi sier ei eda hinn sem so er vitur ad firer 

morgum hraustum monnum meigi rad giora ad þeir hlaupi ei a̋ vopn ovina 

sinna, og falle so firer skóp fram [...] ?
40

 

 

Any man might be an excellent warrior, but Ulisses has introduced new criteria for the 

decision. He has broadened the debate. The threads of Ajax and other heroes are always cut 

short; that is, they die “before their fated time”. All life eventually passes. Yet just when it 

seems the death drive will propel the organism back to the inorganic matter of nothingness, 

the life instincts push back to prevent the untimely death. In such a way Ulisses pushes 

back against Ajax, who cuts his armor and sword to pieces in his relentless appetite for 

death. Thus the opposition: the self-sacrificing bravery of Ajax versus the self-preserving 

cleverness of Ulisses. Which is the greater value? The saga author refrains from giving an 

explicit answer, although, significantly, the warriors accord the armor of Achilles to 

Ulisses, at least until Achilles’ son Neptholimus arrives
41

. At the same time, death is the 

only absolute. In this study I shall delve into the interplay of these two forces, both in 

Freud’s writings and in Trójumanna saga. How can Freud’s theories help us better 

understand the realities faced by these warrior societies? Are they compatible beneath the 

surface parallel opposition? Just as Freud’s work provides a unique formula for discussing 

irrationalities in human behavior, so will it offer insight into the warrior’s quest for glory 

(κλέος) and the consequence of such a quest, both for the warrior and his community. Like 

the Sirens, the death instinct opens welcoming arms in Trójumanna saga. How do 

characters respond? Some abandon all to the lure and make straight for that island of 

blossoms and bones. Others, like Odysseus (Ulisses), resist. 
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While the instincts ultimately work in opposition to one another, we must be wary 

of too strictly conferring upon them any similarly opposing forces. Freud himself was fond 

of analogies, and he drew upon all disciplines in order to convey the patterns he observed 

and theorized. It is altogether too tempting to associate the drives, for example, with 

contracting-expanding forces or activity-passivity. It can be constructive to discuss these 

theories on those grounds, yet it is folly to dismiss the sheer creative theoretical fertility of 

Freud’s writing, the many angles from which we can understand his work. I have 

mentioned just a couple of the myriad interpretations various exegetes have made in the last 

century, all of which are valuable explorations
42

. In this study, I shall travel in a different 

direction from many of these other approaches, though I shall ground my discussion most 

firmly in Freud’s writings alone. The texts are challenging and equally rewarding; we 

participate in Freud’s revelations as if he were present in mid-discussion. Such is his 

process of discovery. The texts do have their limitations, like any other work, and I have 

discussed a number of them already. In addition, Freud adopts a scientific approach to 

unfalsifiable matters. He was plainly conscious of the difficulties of such an approach, and 

as a consequence propounds some insights with a measure of trepidation. This study’s 

approach is decidedly unscientific. I see the analysis working in two dimensions: first, 

microscopically. The death instincts at work in individual characters, informing their 

decisions and producing various reactions. Secondly, the analogical approach I introduced 

previously, connecting the organism with the society, and the drives with conflicting 

values. I endeavor to be transparent as possible about this distinction, although at points 

conflation of the two dimensions is impossible to avoid. 

While Freud undoubtedly associated the death drive with a destructive impulse, we 

must resist the temptation of redacting the opposition of the instincts to positive-negative—

at least in the sense that the life drive is somehow ‘healthy’ for the organism, while the 

death instinct is only harmful. After all, since no life can escape its end, is it not a 

reasonable assumption that some force in the psyche should assist the organism in coming 

to terms with its death? Freud allowed that it may be “easier to submit to a remorseless law 
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of nature, to a sublime Ἀνάγκη [Necessity], than to a chance which might perhaps have 

been escaped”
43

. The instincts collaborate to jointly shield the organism from an unnatural 

death by preventing reckless and senseless activity, and simultaneously direct the individual 

as it navigates the path to a natural, internal death. This latter death Freud questions. In 

Sections IV-VII of Beyond the Pleasure Principle he seeks an answer in biology, hard 

proof that single-cell organisms indeed reveal an impulse to death. To my mind, this ‘proof’ 

is somewhat irrelevant for our discussion, since it can neither prove nor disprove our 

evaluation of the human condition. This limitation is critical. It is undoubtedly far more 

constructive to understand Freud’s text metaphorically when applying his theories to 

literature. Our goal, as such, is not to label this particular bit of grey matter or that “the 

ego”, or anything so circumscribed. Rather, Freud’s theories offer us a unique formula for 

understanding the human mind, a flexible, multi-dimensional space for discussing 

irrationalities in human behavior. In any case, Freud seems satisfied with his biological 

explanations, and we can conclude this digression to explore both the positive and negative 

associations of the death instinct as they manifest in Trójumanna saga.  

I have arranged the following chapters primarily by characters and episodes, for 

each case we examine is different. In the first section, I shall discuss the aestheticization of 

death and the related concept of the ‘warrior ethos’ which I associate with the equalizing 

force of both the death and life instincts. Then I shall introduce another set of diametric 

oppositions which I see working in Trójumanna saga. These two concepts will be essential 

to keep in mind in our subsequent discussion of individual characters. 
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The Warrior Ethos 

Thanatos: the healthy connotations. Any warrior society would be troubled by the 

conflicting values I have discussed in terms of the Ajax-Ulisses contest for Achilles’ armor. 

This is not new ground we are treading. Rationally speaking, the willingness to self-

sacrifice would not be welcomed unless it were beneficial to the community—which, of 

course, would be the case in a time of warfare. If the role of the death drive is to help the 

organism come to terms with its own demise, then we must begin by searching for motives 

provided by the society which serve the same function. Freud muses in “The Ego and the 

Id” that the death instinct seems to “express itself—though probably only in part—as an 

instinct of destruction directed against the external world and other organisms”
44

. These 

mysterious other parts by which the death instinct expresses itself are left unexplored by 

Freud. Therefore it seems possible, and certainly not out of synch with Freud’s theory, that 

the instinct of destruction articulates itself in some behaviors that do not immediately seem 

related to aggression; that is, it can appear as something benign, or even attractive. Anyone 

familiar with literature treating warfare will immediately recall that the texts often represent 

death (death in the right way) in idealized terms. No different with this saga. This 

idealization must be the most irreparable of all the death instinct’s articulations, for it has 

been absorbed into the consciousness of society as though the aesthetic were ethic. Now 

how does this enter the dynamic of Trójumanna saga? 

Freud maintains his conviction that mental processes are monitored by the pleasure 

principle
45

, though he acknowledges that we ourselves are certainly not dominated by the 

pleasure principle. The distinction is crucial, even though the two ultimately coincide. 

Freud envisions an amalgamation of two distinct systems. The first, for which Freud 

accepted the name ‘Nirvana principle’, represents the compulsion to stability, meaning the 

force preventing tensions
46

. The second is Freud’s pleasure-unpleasure principle, his 

conviction that the subject always aims to limit excitations in the continual quest for 
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pleasure. Intuitively, we might be tempted to imagine that the organism thus perceives an 

increase of tension as a decrease in pleasure, and the reverse; yet this is not always so. It 

may happen that the one operates in conjunction with the other, but one flaw is obvious: 

how do we make sense of pleasurable tensions? In Freud’s theory, the “Nirvana principle, 

belonging as it does to the death instinct, has undergone a modification in living organisms 

through which it has become the pleasure principle”
47

. The agent of this modification is, 

naturally, the libido, the life instinct, which governs its own share of the operations within 

the psyche. I connect this modification with the aestheticization that mirrors this function in 

our analogy. Plainly, primary pleasure is not attained by warfare; such a high-stress 

environment would naturally oppose the mental apparatus’ inclination (the so-called 

‘Nirvana principle’) to maintain a low quantity of excitation
48

. Yet as the saga indicates, 

society has facilitated an environment in which such attainment of pleasure is made directly 

possible by the aestheticization, and therefore pleasure, of death. That is: glory, substituting 

the prolonged memory of life for life itself. It is this substitution, perhaps, which prompts 

warriors to have “meire hugur a̋ ad hóggva stort, enn ad hlijfa sier vid miklum sa̋rum”
49

.  

This manifests in Trójumanna saga in the context of the prevailing value system. 

The warrior ideally achieves what the ancient Greeks would term κλέος, meaning ‘renown’ 

or ‘fame’. This can be understood to be both the medium by which the heroic concept is 

conveyed and the message or topic of a story like Trójumanna saga
50

. Renown seems to be 

achieved by either dying gloriously or bringing about the death of a glorious fighter; little 

distinction is made concerning the two, in terms of renown accumulated. Achilles and 

Hector, each the greatest warriors of their own people, face off in single combat. 

Afterwards, the saga makes special mention of “hvorsu mikill og agiætur kappi Hect(or) 

var, ad þegar Acilles felldi hann feck hann so mikla frægd af þvi, ad hans nafn var lofad um 
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allar uta̋lfur heimseins”
51

. The honor of Hector in no respect diminishes as that of Achilles 

waxes, but rather the glory of one is intertwined with the glory of the other. Thus although 

they are opponents, the relationship between the two men is ultimately symbiotic, for each 

provides the other with the possibility of achieving much-sought renown. Tacit 

acknowledgement of this reality enables a relationship of respect between the two 

warriors—what I term the warrior ethos of Trójumanna saga, and what Freud understands 

as the Nirvana principle
52

. The saga is clearly glorifying death in an attempt to make the 

notion palatable. Of course, this is by no means unique to Trójumanna saga, as the 

aestheticization of death can be discovered in most war literature from Homer to 

Hemingway. Yet all the same, it is an integral component of the systems I see functioning 

in our saga, and therefore worth the elaboration. 

It is critical to recognize that renown is not achieved by mere destruction. One 

cannot decapitate an entire village, head by head, and expect one’s honor to increase, point 

by point. Rather, attainment of glory is wholly contingent upon the method of death. 

Protocol must be followed. In Beyond the Pleasure Principle, Freud stresses the organism’s 

desire to “die only in its own fashion”, which function the death instincts perform
53

. That 

is, a natural biological death is preferable, and the death instincts do not simply egg the 

individual onto dangerous activities, but strive to ensure that death happens in the right 

way. If this is correct, then the self-preservative instincts should ultimately be located, 

significantly, among the death instincts. Zooming out to the sociological perspective, this 

indicates that the society cannot condone mindless, senseless destruction, either of the self 

or the external other. Aggression per se is not censured, but it must be channeled properly 

for the actor to gain renown. In Trójumanna saga, this reality seems to be equally shared by 

the Greeks and the Trojans, and as such, the two factions are equally expected to participate 

in what I term a ‘warrior ethos’, the moral character and fundamental values under which 

the warriors of Trójumanna saga seem to be operating implicitly (and explicitly, on 

occasion). Some characters, of course, deviate, and the saga makes disapproval clear, as 
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sagas do, through the responses of other characters. It is the function of this ethos, I believe, 

which is identical to that of the Nirvana principle. Both facilitate above all a balance 

between the two forces, which in turn assists the individual (or the society) in following the 

proper path of existence. We shall explore the warrior ethos and Nirvana principle 

throughout this study, in particular the departures which throw the balance—and therefore 

survival potential—of the society off kilter.  

We can understand King Priamus’ appeal to Achilles for Hector’s body as an 

exhortation to preserve the rules of the warrior ethos. The infamous scene of Achilles’ 

corpse-defilement which appears in The Iliad and the Ilias Latina is notably absent from 

Trójumanna saga, as it is from De excidio Troiae historia, our main source. Instead, 

Achilles and Hector simply engage in combat until Hector falls, and the Greeks remove 

Hector’s body to their camp. The brutality of the act is softened by the wording, and focus 

is drawn away from Achilles to the fallen: “...giorer nu Hec(torem) bædi modann og sa̋rann, 

enn hann vardi sig af miklum dreingskap og hreisti, enn um sijder fiell hann daudur til 

jardar med miklum dreingskap og miklum og storum sa̋rum”
54

. Note that the emphasis here 

in repetition concerns the manner of Hector’s death rather than the death itself, and because 

he endures to the end with “great courage”, both Hector and Achilles gain renown. When 

the Greeks and Trojans agree to a six-month truce, King Priamus makes his entreaty to 

Achilles, barefoot and without armor or cloak. Critically: without veil. 

 

og m(ælti) til hans med micillre a̋higgiu, Acille þu gódi dreingur og hinn 

meste kappe, og hinn sterkaste veggur alls Gricklands, þig ottast allt vort 

riki, og vor elli kenner grimilega ydar ofurkaps vert þu mier nu 

miskunsamur og bænagődur, og þigg af mier þennann gullhring en veit mier 

a̋ mőti lijk sonar mijns Hectors, enn ef þu hneigist firer hvorugu þessu, bæn 

minni blijdre eda fógrum fegófum, þa̋ bid eg þu verder minn banamadur, og 

meigum vid þa̋ ba̋der hafa eirn gróft, þviat j vijgi Hect(ors) hefur þu sigrad 

Pria(mum) k(ong) og alla Trojumenn, en þu ætter ad giorast mier 

miskunsamur fader, og lata þad þier j hug koma ad þu hefur sigurinn hlotid, 

og imser hófdijngiar eiga firer honum ad rada jafnann nu kann vera ad fleire 

þijkest þurfa ad skómu bragdi, ma̋ og vera ad ei hnijgi a̋vallt a̋ hinn sama 

veg, enn þad er a̋ godanna valldi hvorsu þad skal fara.
55
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The war is not yet over, but now King Priamus recognizes this deed will bring about the 

downfall of Troy. His vocalization is both a plea for mercy, which Achilles is fully 

expected to grant, and a reminder of reciprocity. One day Achilles himself will die, and if 

the one plays by the warrior code, so will the other in turn: may we both lie in one grave. 

The fact that Achilles is persuaded by King Priamus instead of simply extinguishing an 

enemy suggests his implied deference to the warrior ethos; he has not succumbed 

completely to his destructive urges. Therefore, Achilles here personifies the death instinct 

of a society which is functioning properly. Furthermore, we perceive that the quality of 

mercy is valued not simply as a gesture of the instinct towards life, but also as the death 

instinct’s assurance that the end will happen in the right way.  

 That King Priamus asks Achilles to “be a merciful father” to him is unexpected as it 

is intriguing. While both men are fathers, there is certainly no indication that King Priamus 

desires Achilles to assume this role as they each do for their own sons. Rather, it is an 

appeal to the patriarchal authority, that which Freud believed the father symbolizes: the 

great archetypal enforcer of social norms. Consider the relationship of ego and super-ego: 

the latter, in repressing the Oedipus complex
56

, ends it. As the individual accepts the 

impossibility of his Oedipal wishes, the “infantile ego fortified itself for the carrying out of 

repression by erecting this same obstacle within itself [...] The super-ego retains the 

character of the father”
57

. Thus the super-ego, or ideal ego, is a substitute for the father-

longing. Having been internalized, it is the wellspring of the conscience and self-judgment, 

and the “representative of our relation to our parents”
58

. When King Priamus begs Achilles 

to be a merciful father to him, he is quite simply appealing to Justice itself, the aegis of 

aloof authority. Remarkably, Achilles relents, perhaps responding to the submissive 

behavior of King Priamus. After this episode, there is no apparent change in their 

relationship—Troy and Greece remain at war. Yet their behavior reveals mutual deference 

to the demands of the higher ethos. This warrior code to which they cleave, like the Nirvana 
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principle, opens the possibility of gaining renown: or the possibility of dying in the ‘right’ 

way.  

 Already we can observe two major values which constitute the warrior ethos: 

courage and mercy. Another comes into play regarding one matter we have already 

mentioned, the series of battles and truces that hearkens to Freud’s repetition compulsion. 

Eight times one side or the other requests a truce, and each of those times the truce is 

granted. During these periods, the dead are buried and celebrated in funeral games, wounds 

are healed, and supplies replenished. This in itself might seem peculiar; it is as though each 

side is permitting the other the opportunity to more efficiently destroy it. Indeed, at one 

point, Hector advises King Priamus against granting a truce and instead urges him to press 

their advantage, observing, with justice, that “er þeim og őhægra ad vidurbæta sinn herskap 

er fiarlæg lónd eiga so sem þeir til ad sækia þangad allann afla er þeim ma̋ ad gagni 

koma”
59

. King Priamus ignores his son’s advice and accepts the temporary peace. 

Critically, “er fra þvi gott ad seigia ad so vel hielldu þeir gridinn hvorutveggiu, ad hvort 

sinn þa̋ er sætter voru, var einginn ódrum hættur þo ad hittust fódur banar og br(odur) banar 

ada anara na̋frænda”
60

. Such adherence to peace terms might simply be a function of 

mutual need. However, in several instances, one side clearly has the upper hand, and still 

decides to grant a truce. Recall the symbiotic relationship produced by the desire on both 

sides for κλέος, renown. Glory must be achieved in a very particular context and according 

to various rules, in the same sense that the individual, as Freud argues, must die on its own 

terms. Thus the honor of respecting terms can be seen as another value comprising the 

warrior ethos. 
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Womanishness 

So long as we are mindful of the limitations, it can do no harm to remark on 

complementary patterns. One other opposition operating in this saga is simply that—a 

collection of tendencies or qualities which together have assumed a distinctly parallel 

arrangement. Inconsistencies can be found like burrs in fabric, but considering the design as 

a whole, we might uncover something of value. What I have observed involves the saga’s 

conception of ‘manliness’ and ‘womanishness’. Preliminary comments: gender 

expectations only seem to be given explicit attention when they are not being met, and 

only, in Trójumanna saga, when they are not being met by male characters. Indeed the trait 

of ‘womanishness’ seems to be condemned rather more emphatically than ‘manliness’ is 

praised, and is in fact applied solely to men
61

. In the same vein, women are occasionally 

likened favorably to men, such as the shield maiden Penticelena, or Hecuba with her 

“kallmanns hug”
62

. Now the pattern—if I may be permitted speculation—is that maleness 

is most often associated with the destructive principle, and the feminine principle with the 

instincts of self-preservation. In some instances this emerges quite literally: men urge 

battle, women press for peace. Not all of the Icelandic sagas share this tendency. Quite the 

opposite, in fact, for women often play the role of egging men on to confront one adversary 

or another, frequently to defend the family honor. Not so in Trójumanna saga. And 

moreover, the masculinity of characters who are keen for an end to battle is called into 

question, even severely. This brings us to the other instances, in which the pattern surfaces 

in a slightly more obscure course. Characters (like most people) conceive the world in their 

own way, revealing in their assumptions many of the underlying forces that construct them. 

The ideal is informed by these assumptions, and is then relentlessly, exactingly sought in 

the real world. We can spot this in Trójumanna saga in expectations individuals have for 

the behavior of ‘real men’.  
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This connection is evident in multiple instances in the saga. To introduce this 

opposition, let us look at the counsel provided separately by two prophets in Trójumanna 

saga, one male, the other female. Early in the saga, the Trojans plan an expedition to Sparta 

to retrieve Eseonem, King Priamus’ sister. Cassandra, the daughter of King Priamus, 

“kunni storilla þessare ferd og firerætlann...einginn gaf þa̋ gaum ad hennar ordum edur 

firersógn”
63

. Like Andromacha, Cassandra attempts and fails to dissuade the warriors from 

their fight. Such activity would situate Cassandra firmly on the side of the life instincts, and 

as I shall later discuss, so too the women and ‘womanish’ tendencies in the saga. On the 

other hand, near the end of the war the soldiers debate amongst themselves whether to sue 

for peace. The prophet Calchas, who had defected to the Greek side
64

, discourages the 

Greeks from making a settlement, claiming that although the Trojans presently had the 

upper hand, the Greeks would claim ultimate victory. In urging the Greeks to fight, Calchas 

is participating in the cultural motion towards death, the series of battles and truces which I 

have likened to Freud’s notion of repetition compulsion. This is the inexorable death-march 

punctuated by brief periods of peace and intensive healing, the latter of which hollowly 

strives to undo any progression towards the end: Penelope unweaving by night what she 

weaves by day. Both are true prophets, even though Calchas is heeded while Cassandra is 

not. Perhaps this, too, is significant. The death instinct is the constant exertive force which 

occasionally rears its head to compel the organism to destructive behaviors; yet it is 

dominant and absolute. It indulges the erotic instincts, true, but death is always the final 

answer. Thus: the male principle is affiliated with the drive towards war, while the feminine 

belongs to peace. The pattern is iterated throughout the saga in various forms, and I shall 

return to it periodically. Although I used male and female characters to illustrate this point, 

I must stress that the opposition is not simply one of men and women, but rather the 

behavior that characters in the saga most often associate with each. I shall explore the idea 

of ‘womanishness’ later on in conjunction with the sexual instincts. ‘Manliness’, at least in 

the context of Trójumanna saga, is understood best when connected to the death instinct. 
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Thanatos  

Perhaps the most obvious connection in Trójumanna saga with the death instinct is that fact 

that heroes tend to predict or at least recognize their own deaths, and they still demonstrate 

a clear willingness to die
65

. I label this type of behavior generally as ‘positive’ in the sense 

that these particular deaths are valuable and in fact life-preserving for the society. In 

Section IV of Beyond the Pleasure Principle, Freud offers a microscopic explanation which 

we might apply to our broader scope of the warrior society. He imagines the tiny living 

vesicle surrounded by the receptive cortical layer which protects it from the overwhelming 

stimuli of the external world. Just as the warriors of Trójumanna saga are endangered by 

the enemy host, this little vesicle would be overcome by the force of these powerful 

external energies—if not for the protective cortex. In this analogy, the warrior-heroes of the 

saga who fight with valor and self-sacrificing courage thus mirror this cortex layer. “By its 

death”, Freud writes, “the outer layer has saved all the deeper ones from a similar fate—

unless, that is to say, stimuli reach it which are so strong that they break through the 

protective shield”
66

. Freud develops this idea a little further in his short essay “A Note 

Upon the Mystic Writing Pad”
67

. In this children’s toy, Freud conceives a metaphor for his 

conception of the relationship between memory and perception. A flap of thin plastic 

covers a wax tablet; when written upon, the depressions in the wax show clearly upon the 

plastic sheet where the two are in close contact, but detaching the plastic flap clears the 

tablet to be written upon further. In such a way, we see an outer layer which receives and 

processes stimuli and shields the internal matter. Memory is not retained within this layer, 

as it can easily be erased, but an imprint nonetheless remains upon the wax. The 

corresponding analogy of a battle is not difficult to grasp. The surviving members of the 

warrior community would feel the loss of the heroic comrades, who are erased from life as 

surely as a child’s drawing on the Mystic Pad. But the community, the underlying wax, 

retains the memory of sacrifice, which enables its later repetition, and also life-potential: as 

it were, the rejuvenation of wiping the slate clean. Furthermore, the protective cortex is 
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described by Freud as marginally inorganic; as we have already discussed, the aim of life is 

to return to the inorganic state, and it is the function of the death instincts to guide the 

organism thence. In such a way, I have identified these self-sacrificing heroes as 

representatives of the death instinct. 

At one point in battle, Achilles “hugleiddi hvorsu mikid főlk og goda dreingi hann 

hefur fellt af þeirra lidi, þa̋ vill hann helldur skiott tijna sijnu lijfi enn hefna þeirra ei”
68

. 

Betrayed by his own men at the end, King Priamus nevertheless sees his two possible fates 

as success: “skal eg so þessare orustu luka er vier eigum nu wid Gricki, ad eg skal fa̋ sigur 

of sőma eda falla med ódrum kosti med sæmd og hreisti”
69

. Our Trojan hero Hector 

foretells both his own death, and the defeat (rather: death) of Troy. Near the beginning of 

the saga, King Priamus summons a council to decide whether the wage war against the 

Greeks. As the eldest son, Hector responds first, conveying his eagerness both to please his 

father and that honor might come from the expedition. He voices his concerns and 

acceptance: “enn umm þad em eg hræddur ad oss audnist eckj a̋ Grickium hefna, hafa þeir 

skialldann yfer skerdum hlut setid...enn eg <mun> lifa slikann alldur sem mier er ætladur 

minna firer settra forlaga”
70

. Later, when he observes the plight of his fellows, Hector cries 

“firre skal eg falla med dreingskap enn eg hefni eckj vorra felaga og vina”
71

. Both Hector 

and Achilles desire personal glory, but are chiefly responsive to the demands of 

brotherhood—strictly speaking, they estimate the survival of the community over their 

own. What unites all three of these men is the realization that death is ultimate and 

absolute. The instinctual desire of self-preservation, being impossible to actualize, 

diminishes in importance to the organism. At the same time, the inexorable compulsion to 

die in the chosen fashion induces Hector to fight, thus possibly prolonging the survival of 

the Trojans. This seeming paradox into which we have wandered was also observed by 

Freud, who remarks (most aptly, regarding Achilles) that these self-preservative instincts, 

these “guardians of life, too, were originally the myrmidons of death”
72

.  
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How does the repetition compulsion I have discussed fit in with the death drive? 

And how do both interact with the pleasure-unpleasure principle? The first question is the 

most straightforward. Freud found it impossible to attribute his observations of the 

repetition compulsion to the pleasure principle, and instead sought something “more 

primitive, more elementary, more instinctual than the pleasure principle which it over-

rides”
73

. The elemental energies of the destructive instinct, which critically seek “to restore 

an earlier state of things”
74

, thus emerge most powerfully in this repetition. The connection 

with the pleasure-unpleasure principle is rather more complex, and demands patience to be 

unraveled. One particular episode which prompted Freud to search beyond the pleasure 

principle centers around a small boy—let us call him Ernst—whom Freud observed 

playing.  

 

What he did was to hold the reel by the string and very skillfully throw it 

over the edge of his curtained cot, so that it disappeared into it, at the same 

time uttering his expressive 'o-o-o-o'. He then pulled the reel out of the cot 

again by the string and hailed its reappearance with a joyful 'da' ['there']. 

This, then, was the complete game: disappearance and return. As a rule one 

only witnessed its first act, which was repeated untiringly as a game in 

itself, though there is no doubt that the greater pleasure was attached to the 

second act. The interpretation of the game then became obvious. It was 

related to the child's great cultural achievement: the instinctual renunciation 

(that is, the renunciation of instinctual satisfaction) which he had made in 

allowing his mother to go away without protesting. He compensated himself 

for this, as it were, by himself staging the disappearance and return of the 

objects within his reach.
75

 

 

This certainly sheds intriguing light on our conception of the pleasure-unpleasure principle. 

Thus far its activity has been, more or less, congruent with the reductive desires of the 

Nirvana principle: it pursues pleasure by reducing tension as much as possible. Yet here is 

an example of an individual craving this tension-increase enough to fabricate such a 

situation for himself. Perhaps this itself is our answer: the boy’s agency in the situation is 

the crucial divergence. The absence itself is still perceived as unpleasure, rousing, as it 
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does, the conflicting excitements in the psyche. But some greater pleasure is found in 

prolonging the precise moment of the joyful return, delaying gratification which the child 

knows he will attain because he has recreated a scenario of loss in which he himself is this 

time master. In this re-enactment, therefore, the child emerges triumphant over his own 

unpleasure. It is not the tension per se which affords pleasure in this case, but rather the 

satisfaction of mastering the restored state. 

Could this, then, be connected to our Trójumanna saga analogy? At its most 

repetitive, the saga tends to drag. After the endless series of battles and death, and truces 

and healing, distinctions between characters and events grow obscure. We readers feel, 

occasionally, overwhelmed by the perpetual replication of time. Why does the saga center 

so complacently around these cycles? From one angle: everyone is the child mastering 

absence. This perspective is exceptionally broad, of course, but if some general remarks are 

permitted, the inter-relevance may come to light. Everyone: the community for whom this 

saga was recorded, those who preserved it, and we who read it now; the warrior 

communities that open eyes only within the saga itself; each character experiencing these 

battles and truces as new and fragile developments. The common factor is that all must 

come to terms with impermanence; that is to say, absence. This is our sole certainty, and 

therefore our sole security. The natural death (the death of senectitude) being governed by 

Nature is distant and elusive to our human comprehension. But battle-death, on the other 

hand, affords the illusion of mastery. Human supremacy, the joyful cry of little Ernst: 

“Gone!”. To Trojans and Greeks and medieval Icelanders alike, this endless repetition of 

life and death must have answered that instinctive need to claim some authorship in the 

processes of existence. 
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The Immoderate Thanatos 

Freud’s vision of the instincts is not exactly an antipodean battle between equals, although 

it can be constructive in some cases to discuss it as such. In one sense the instincts are 

already unbalanced, yet in another, they are in balance with the organism itself if they serve 

it unconditionally. The impulse to die in the right way—the glorious self-sacrifice of 

heroes, as examined—is a function of the balanced instincts. What happens when the 

individual cannot master them, when he is in fact a slave to the chaotic internal forces they 

command? In such cases the death instinct, which is already dominant over the life 

instincts, assumes tyrannical power. This death instinct is represented in society by the 

unmitigated impetus towards complete destruction. The characters of Trójumanna saga 

who have dismissed the warrior ethos enter into two categories of their own: those 

subservient to the oppressive death instincts, and those belonging utterly to the confounding 

erotic instincts. What unites the two categories is that both, while perhaps supplying the 

individual a measure of libidinal satisfaction, are ultimately harmful. This applies to both 

contexts under consideration: the individual in whom the life and death instincts operate, 

and the analogy of Trójumanna saga, of the society with conflicting values. The remainder 

of this chapter will focus on encounters with the harmful Thanatos, which reproduces this 

nostalgia for nothingness on the most extreme terms. This constitutes a spectrum we can 

view in three parts, three characters committing the least offensive breach (if indeed it can 

be termed thus) of the warrior ethos through to the most noxious. Immediate repercussions 

are consistent with the severity of this breach, for individual and society alike. 

While I attempt to distinguish characters in Trójumanna saga in accordance with 

these categories of Eros and Thanatos, none, of course, is a perfect match—we are not in 

the business of mathematical substitutions and distributions. Naturally our reasoning, if not 

our material, must be exacting. The imperfection of these classifications does not stem from 

any lack of focus on our part, but rather the inexactitude of humanity itself, and the 

fraudulence of labeling. Freud himself remarks that we never see evidence of pure life or 

pure death instincts working on the psyche, but rather a fluctuating fusion and 
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amalgamation
76

. Keeping this in mind, I propose that qualifying these characters is not a 

simple matter of analyzing their activity quantitatively, as though the death instinct could 

be measured by a pile of corpses. We shall put this idea to the side for a moment, and 

discuss this in Freud’s terms.  Initially, Freud had affiliated the pleasure-unpleasure 

principle with the Nirvana principle. In “The Economic Problem of Masochism” he 

discusses the latter as a stabilizing impulse, an attempt at “reducing to nothing, or at least of 

keeping as low as possible, the sums of excitation”
77

: by which reasoning pleasure is a 

decrease in tension, and unpleasure is then the reverse. This simple binary approach, 

however, will not do; for example, some excitations or tensions obviously generate 

pleasure. So how to distinguish? Freud muses in Beyond the Pleasure Principle and later in 

“The Economic Problem of Masochism”
78

 that pleasure and unpleasure should be identified 

less in terms of the quantity of tension they produce (though there is certainly a direct 

correlation with this factor), and more by some other qualitative characteristic Freud 

puzzles over, but never clearly resolves. His sole contribution is quite obscure, and offered 

with much hesitation: “Perhaps it is the rhythm, temporal sequence of changes, rises and 

falls in the quantity of stimulus. We do not know.” Our lone clue is that while this 

excitation coincides with the perception of pleasure-unpleasure, the response to stimuli is 

likely governed by time more than anything else, or the point to which the organism has 

advanced in the life-sequence. I propound, therefore, that the excitations registered by the 

psyche as unpleasure are produced by a conflict of the instincts, which in turn results from 

the activation of an impulse at the incorrect juncture. The force responsible for such 

inappropriate activation I cannot name. I simply seek to understand Freud’s reasoning and 

perhaps shed some light on areas of obscurity. We find the mirror in our Trójumanna saga 

analogy: the impulses, particularly those violent and destructive, would clearly be 

appropriate during battle. In another context, such as a time of truce, they would just as 

clearly be inappropriate, and in fact harmful to the warrior or his community. 

This recalls the warrior ethos of Trójumanna saga, which operates in Freud’s theory 

as the Nirvana principle. Twin impulsions: as the Nirvana principle seeks to prevent 
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conflict between the drives by limiting excitations, so too the warrior ethos prevents 

conflict by regulating responses to the various circumstances which might be imposed on 

the individual. Function is the core of affinity. At the heart of both is the desire to die; and 

moreover, to achieve this end in the proper, natural way, which is ever the aim of Thanatos. 

Recall Freud’s conclusion that this principle “expresses the trend of the death instinct”, 

which is to die in the right way, and “belonging as it does to the death instinct, has 

undergone a modification [...] through which it has become the pleasure principle”
79

. I 

previously suggested that the death instinct articulates itself in some attractive behaviors 

that make death more palatable to the organism: here is our proof. The Nirvana principle is 

an expression, a reflex of the death instinct. It must not be assumed that they are one and 

the same system, for they are certainly distinct. True, they work in accordance. More 

precise to say that the Nirvana principle is employed by Thanatos. For this is a one-

mechanism system, solely seeking to limit activity. Thanatos on the other hand is 

responsible for a good deal of activity and excitement in the psyche, primarily the 

aggressive activity; we find, for example, “sadism as its representative”
80

.  

To put this into the context of our Trójumanna saga analogy, this is like the warrior 

community shielded from the aggression of the enemy by self-sacrificing heroes. Except in 

this scenario, the individual soldier cannot employ this shield against the internal forces 

which compel him to aggression. Thus far we have primarily examined Thanatos at its most 

benign. The destructive impulse properly channeled, modified by the calming, condensing 

force of the warrior ethos (the Nirvana principle) into something that benefits the 

community. Undoubtedly this serves warriors quite well in battle, and their society even 

better. Yet it sometimes happens that the excitations produced by pleasure-unpleasure 

energies prove too much; or if not a quantitative complication, then one of regulation, of 

coordination. Whatever the cause, the warrior is overwhelmed, and he translates the 

excitations as hostile, despite that they manifest from within. It would require Freud no 

mean effort to be more vague: the “rhythm, the temporal sequence of changes”
81

 in tension 

by which we consider pleasure and unpleasure. Not merely the abundance of tension—or 
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not at all the abundance, as might be assumed. We are not speaking of Ajax roaring on the 

battlefield, but Neptholimus delivering death off the battlefield. The failure of the warrior’s 

response in Trójumanna saga will be an enactment of destructive impulses at inopportune 

moments, will be a deterioration of his ability to mitigate his destructive impulses against 

the enemy to such an extent that his own society is threatened. Here is the space in which 

we probe the ‘inappropriate’ death instinct. Some of the examples I shall discuss in this 

section are simply untimely violence which might in other contexts be construed as 

heroism; others plainly overstep the boundaries of what is useful for the wellbeing of the 

community.  

The character Protoselaus provides a succinct introduction. As the Greeks prepare 

for their expedition to Troy, he stumbles. Protoselaus’ wife perceives this as a bad omen, 

and makes an intriguing pronouncement: 

 

þa̋, su vitrann þijki mier þar þu drapst vid fæti, ad þu raser firer ra̋d fram, 

þvi er mitt rad, þar sem þier leggid skipum j hafner ad þitt skip se hid 9unda 

hvort, og so þa̋ lidid geingur a̋ land, þ a̋ skall þitt lid vera hid 9unda hvort 

100, og mun þa̋ duga ef eckj er af þessu brugdid, en þu munt mijn rad ei 

hafa, og þar firer munum vid hiedann af alldre finnast.
82

 

 

Three points. Protoselaus’ wife does not demand, like other women in the saga who foresee 

death, that Protoselaus abjure the expedition altogether. Nor does she, like Andromacha, 

attempt to manipulate her husband into withdrawing on his own terms, using the family as 

incentive. It does not seem improbable that the two would have children, though the saga 

makes no mention either way. In any case, the wife does not even call attention to herself, 

her own dubious fate. She appears instead as a voice of calm and detached reason (perhaps 

even belonging solely to the imagination of Protoselaus), asserting the simple facts of her 

husband’s situation. What she tells Protoselaus, essentially, is not to be stupid. At times in 

the sagas, it can be difficult to distinguish wise advice from true prophecy; however we 

label it, we at least can observe both that the wife is oddly specific and that her prediction 

proves an apt one. For later on when the troops land, Protoselaus immediately attacks with 
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all his might, until he falls in an encounter with Hector. At the death of their leader, the 

entire troop of Protoselaus flee
83

. Lost forces for the Greeks, entirely a direct result of 

Protoselaus’ rash behavior. We approach the second point, the matter of the author’s own 

opinion. In another context, such bravery, such reckless disregard might be laudable; yet 

here, while the saga author does not explicitly criticize Protoselaus’ actions, neither does he 

condone them as the author does other characters. The saga remarks that King Agamemnon 

had Protoselaus’ body and tomb carefully prepared, yet in particular contrast to the funerals 

of Hector or Achilles, the saga author is notably restrained in his description, and no 

mention is made of glory or valor
84

. In any case, since all the fallen Greek warriors are also 

buried at this time, the action instead draws attention to the humanity of King Agamemnon, 

which itself can possibly be seen as a reflex of the warrior ethos, the compulsion to honor 

death actualized according to form. Finally, the episode moreover feels almost hasty, as 

Protoselaus is mentioned in no other episode of the saga. In conjunction with the earlier 

scene when Protoselaus stumbles, it reads rather like an apologue. He dismisses his wife’s 

advice, and as an ostensibly direct result, he dies, having provided little or no aid to the 

Greeks. It teaches—from Freud’s position or ours (pursuing the relative value of the truth 

in these episodes)—that Protoselaus was so caught up in his destructive impulses he was 

overwhelmed by them, and consequently failed to moderate his aggression. His actions 

were untimely, and therefore the self-sacrifice is inacceptable; not a direct threat to his 

society, perhaps, but neither can his actions be deemed noble, in harmony with the warrior 

ethos. 

This example is the most innocuous that I shall describe in this chapter. The saga’s 

evaluation of Protoselaus is flat in tone, though the choice of events depicted and their 

place in the saga sequence clearly denote gentle reproof, and the attention Protoselaus 

receives is congruent with his actions themselves: noted, but not notable. Before we 

advance to the truly problematic characters, it will be constructive to discuss this in terms 

of Freud’s theories on masochism and sadism. In “The Economic Problem with 

Masochism”, Freud investigates the nature of the destructive instinct. We have seen how 
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the little vesicle employs its shield when under attack from external stimuli. But beneath 

the shield of the cortical layer, internal stimuli too (which I believe are a consequence of 

inter-instinct conflict) can overwhelm the individual. This may cause the pleasure-

unpleasure system to even “predominate over all external stimuli”
85

. The organism can 

manage these internal excitations in two ways. First, as we have already discussed, the 

libido (the energy produced by the life instincts) strives to render the dominant destructive 

impulses (energies of the death instincts) innocuous. This feat is largely accomplished by 

treating those impulses as separate, external actors instead, and thus liable to be warded off 

by the shield of the cortical layer. This is the origin to which Freud ascribes the concept of 

projection. Diverted outward, in the service of the sexual function, this impulse becomes 

sadism proper, and what Freud identifies as the “instinct for mastery, or the will to 

power”
86

. On the other hand, the portion of these dominant destructive impulses that 

remains within the organism can become libidinally bound, pinpoint the self as the object, 

and is then recognized as primary masochism. For our purposes, it is essential to separate 

the transformative libidinal energy from a strictly sexual manifestation. While Freud 

certainly acknowledges sexual phantasies or actions as a direct consequence of this process, 

he does not limit the scope or function of these forces to the simple sexual act. These forces 

of sadism and masochism might have other associations, but for our discussion, I shall 

confine our exploration to their role (and the evidence they afford) concerning the early 

coalescence of the death instinct and Eros.  
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Sadism and Masochism 

How does this, then, manifest in Trójumanna saga? We shall probe the actions of two 

characters, one Trojan, the other Greek, for evidence of these two methods of managing 

internal manifestations of the death instinct. Our Trojan is the character I argue best 

exemplifies the masochistic principle. Amphimachus is reported to be one of Priamus’ 

greatest champions
87

, and he is one of the leaders King Priamus summons to council. The 

tide of battle has taken a poor turn for the Trojans, and the men consider returning Helena 

and settling. Amphimachus rejects this plan quite harshly: 

 

higg eg sagdi hann ad þeir sem fridar vilia bidia vora fiandmenn ad meir 

gangi ad þeim hugleisi enn þad meigi heilrædi þikia,og þad er ei dugandi 

manna sidur edur magtarhófijngia ha̋ttur ad bidia ővini sijna fridar, og ad 

vilia la̋ta gőda hluti firer illa, og giora þeir er þess bidia þad firer hrædslu 

saker, og þrekleisis ad vera vid þa̋ hæger er þeir ættu ad vera vid þa̋ őlmer, 

sem vargar, og er ei annad rad til þad dreingium duger, enn ganga ut af 

borginni med allan sinn afla, og beriast til þrautar vid Gricki, so anadhvort 

faum vier fagran sigur af vorum frækleik eda fóllum med dreingskap, er þad 

hvortveggia gődur hlutur, enn hitt er őgioranda og őhæfilegt ad skrijda 

under skegg ővinum vorum og andskotum, og heidra þa̋ er vier ættum 

hvorvetna illt ad giallda, sem mest vier mættum.
88

 

 

This speech is unusual in the saga for so clearly advocating violence. Even the Trojans, 

when deliberating whether to bring an army to Greece, speak of glory
89

 far more than 

savagery and punishment. Here I shall address two key matters. First, the choice of 

vocabulary calls to mind the opposition I introduced in the previous section, that of 

‘manliness’ and ‘womanishness’. His implication is that ‘true men’ never settle and never 

submit, even when the alternative is death. With hardly a thought, Amphimachus associates 

the male energy with this insistent, consuming battle-yearning, which I have identified as 

symptomatic of the death instincts. The concept, being imprecisely delineated even to the 

characters in Trójumanna saga, causes a measure conflict; indeed, it is a relief to recognize 

that they find it equally as preposterous as some of us might today. Æneas is chief among 
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them. He speaks next, and is immediately contrasted with Amphimachus. Whereas 

Amphimachus is full of zeal and daring, he is also said to be the most overbearing man. 

Æneas, on the other hand, is described as an old grey gentle-speaking man who was a great 

and brave hero in his time. Even this great hero, who we can presume is not in danger of 

being termed ‘womanish’, desires a settlement. Again, the saga author does not explicitly 

take a side, but it is worth noting that he mentions Æneas as “hinn mesti radagiordar madur 

af Trojumonnum”
90

.  

Æneas pinpoints Alexander’s abduction of Helena as the cause of strife, claiming 

that Alexander has contributed little to the expedition. Moreover, Æneas questions whether 

glory can be obtained if they continue, particularly since the mightiest Trojan heroes, their 

greatest defenders, are now dead. The majority of the leaders echo these sentiments, and 

indeed he is persuasive to the likelihood that the city will fall. This brings us to the second 

point: for in contrast, Amphimachus perceives sure victory in the act of constant battling 

itself, and would even, as Æneas jibes, “telie frægd og frama firer Grickum ad falla”
91

. I 

must stress, however, that the death instinct does not necessarily induce an individual to be 

suicidal—Freud is not nearly so vulgar as that. However, the internal excitations produced 

by conflict between instincts induce the organism to aggressive activity. In this case, just as 

the portion of the destructive impulses which remains lodged within the organism identifies 

the self as the object, so too Amphimachus views his own community as the appropriate 

recipient of his impulses. The drive to nothingness consumes him, and he achieves this not 

by doing nothing, but rather by actively seeking utter destruction of the self, both 

Amphimachus and his community. He does in fact realize his desire. For at the fall of Troy, 

Amphimachus defends himself well, proving a dangerous enemy to the Greek faction. Yet 

for all that, “fell hann og aller hans menn”
92

. The saga author makes no mention of glory or 

valor, on account that his sacrifice, that of the community along with the self, would not 

have lent itself to renown. Thus: to be nothing. 

 I shall delve further into Freud’s conception of masochism to formulate an 

explanation for Amphimachus’ extreme behavior. While it is in accordance with the text of 
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Trójumanna saga, I shall be filling in some gaps, as it were, and working from the 

somewhat old-fashioned standpoint that these characters claim existence outside the saga. 

For the most part, we have been working in the space of analogy; the drives and the 

individual represented by society and its values. Here, however, I shall hone in on the 

individual and the conflict that is happening within his psyche. So—Freud distinguishes 

three types of masochism, of which we shall focus our present study on the moral variety. 

As previously supposed, this masochism has “loosened its connection with what we 

recognize as sexuality”
93

. Freud describes it as a form of unconscious guilt, or rather a 

“need for punishment”
94

, which is met by pain from any source. This need proceeds from 

the revival of the Oedipus complex. Originally, the complex was surpassed when the child 

ceased to identify the two parental figures as objects of the “libidinal impulses of the id”, 

and instead recognized that they belong to the external real world. Only then does the 

superego, which replaces the Oedipus complex, come to represent a “model for the 

endeavors of the ego”
95

. In such a way, the conscience and sense of morality spring from 

this development. Yet it can happen that this moral masochism subsumes the conscience, 

and thus the individual regresses back into the Oedipus complex and seeks to provoke 

punishment.  

It is my view that Amphimachus has undergone such a regression, yet is teetering 

between his own masochistic urges and the identification with the father which would 

resolve the Oedipus complex. In the first place, he is experiencing guilt at his secret desire 

to settle. The sadistic conscience demands renunciation of this desire, which manifests in 

Amphimachus’ overbearing and extreme speech. Freud perceives that the “turning back of 

sadism against the self regularly occurs where a cultural suppression of the instincts holds 

back a large part of the subject’s destructive instinctual components from being exercised 

in life”
96

. Amphimachus is confronted by a group of leaders who, for the most part, reject 

his proposal to fight to the death. He seeks an outlet for his aggression, and in its denial 

from the community, is pressed to procure gratification from his father. It just so happens 
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that his masochistic needs coincide with identification with his father, for King Priamus is 

one of the few to respond positively to Amphimachus’ speech. Indeed, when King Priamus 

later takes him into his confidence and confesses his suspicion of the other warriors’ 

treachery and a secret plan to prevent them, Amphimachus “lofadi miog þessa radagiord”
97

. 

His eagerness to please King Priamus is evident in his swift consent and compliance with 

his father’s will, even though Amphimachus—and it is inconceivable that he would not 

have predicted this outcome—falls along with his entire troop. Thus the realization of 

Freud’s observation that the masochist must “act against his own interests, must ruin the 

prospects which open out to him in the real world and must, perhaps, destroy his own real 

existence”
98

. Remarkably, even this extreme scenario does not take place without 

Amphimachus discovering libidinal satisfaction
99

. 

 Now what happens when these destructive impulses are projected onto the other? 

The answer is found in our Greek example, Neptholimus, son of Achilles. Two major 

episodes involving this character center, intriguingly, on women. A coincidence, perhaps, 

but this too fits within the broader patterns we are defining. We shall see later on. In the 

first episode, nothing is particularly out of place: two more warriors struggling on the 

battlefield. Just when it seems the Trojans are about to fall, the woman-warrior Penticelena 

rides to King Priamus’ aid with a great host of shield-maidens. This force is able to turn the 

tide against the Greeks. At this point, Neptholimus arrives to aid the Greek host and to 

claim the armor of his father Achilles. He immediately targets Penticelena, declaring “þa̋ 

angrar mig mest ef su ohamijngia skal til vorra ættmanna spiriast a̋ hvort land, ad ein kona 

hafe sleigid þann hinn mikla mannfiollda sem af Griclandi er kominn”
100

. The two engage 

in single combat for several days running, until finally, Neptholimus manages to bring her 

down at a great pain. It is somewhat difficult to decipher Neptholimus’ intentions: did he 

hone in on Penticelena because she posed such a threat to the Greek army, or was it simply 

because of her sex? Very likely: both, to a degree. Yet the bulk of Neptholimus’ vitriol 

seems to be reserved for the fact that a woman should be the cause of such destruction. He 
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continues: “og firr enn ein kona ellte mig ur orustu skall eg vera so sma̋tt britiadur sem þa̋ 

smæst er til ketils la̋tid, og firr skal eg daudur efter liggia a̋ vijgvelli enn eg lijde slijka 

skómm og hneisu”
101

. The domestic reference suggests his fear at being emasculated; 

becoming an object of the kitchen, and therefore subordinate to it. Neptholimus’ need to 

distinguish himself from this feminine energy might be a function of the generalized 

contempt for the ‘womanish’, the same contempt Amphimachus harbored against those 

‘unmanly’ men. Moreover, Neptholimus is offended, even threatened, at the notion that a 

woman—so often associated in this saga with the erotic instincts—should usurp his death-

role. Indeed, the saga-author plainly writes from the expectation that women are generally 

not suited for fighting: “þő hun være kvennmadur þa̋ for hun lijtt a̋ hæl firer honum”
102

. In 

our analogy, Penticelena is more closely associated with the death instinct, as she fights and 

dies for the Trojan host like the cortical layer that protects the vesicle. Yet Neptholimus 

himself is unaware of this. Seeing the woman only as a symbol of domesticity, it is 

therefore necessary that he, as our paradigm of the destructive instinct, should battle most 

zealously against the character who, to Neptholimus if not to us, represents the life instinct. 

 This episode is well within the bounds of the warrior ethos, since the context of 

Neptholimus’ aggression is appropriate. This is what Freud identifies as sadism proper, or 

the “instinct for mastery”. His aggression against Penticelena is a product of destroying 

instinct’s activity in service of the sexual function; Neptholimus can therefore master the 

impulse originating inside himself by enacting it in the real world. Now let us turn to the 

second episode, which occurs at the saga’s end. Neptholimus’ aggression in this case is 

demonstrative of the death instinct which is given rein at the incorrect juncture, and 

becomes dangerous even to the self. The primary masochism I associated with 

Amphimachus is essentially identical to this sadism: it was simply retained within rather 

than diverted without. Freud also discusses a secondary masochism, which develops when 

the subject introjects the sadistic impulse, that is re-diverts it inwards. This secondary 

masochism I shall argue is responsible for Neptholimus’ extreme actions. 
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 The city of Troy has been pillaged, the war won. Despite the savagery of the initial 

invasion, some Trojans are granted mercy, and some escape into hiding. Polexstena, 

daughter of King Priamus and Hecuba, is among the latter. Earlier in the saga, Hecuba and 

her son Alexander lured Achilles to his death by promising a tryst with Polexstena. While 

Polexstena had naught to do with this treachery, Neptholimus, Achilles’ son, demands 

retribution. She makes a stirring plea for mercy: 

 

ei mun mier þad duga grida ad bidia firer þann skulld ad mijner frændur 

marger hafa nu firer litlu la̋tist þeir ed miklu meire skadi var ad enn mier, og 

er þad lijkast Nevthol(emus) ad þo eg bidie ad þu muner mier ei veita ef þu 

villt ei giora firer þinn milka manndőm sem þu a̋tt yfer ad bua og firer 

dreingskap sialfs þijns, þvi óngum skinsómum monnum mun þad fremdar 

auki þikia þo þu vilier mijnu lijfi farga eins varnarlauss kvennmanns þvi 

þetta ma̋ttu vinna a̋n nockurs mannha̋ska, þvi nu meiga eckj mitt lijf veria 

fader minn ne frændur, enn eckj olli eg lijfla̋ti fódur þijns þő þu la̋ter mig nu 

þess giallda, enn þő mun flestum þikia ődreingmannlegt hvorninn þu hefner 

fódur þijns þa̋ þu hefur mier bana unid.
103

 

 

Neptholimus, for one, does not find this stirring, for he beheads Polexstena on the spot. 

Here is one of the few occasions in the saga where the author makes disapproval plain: “og 

var þad verk allmiog lastad, af ollum velburdugum monnum”
104

. Once again we see an 

argument appealing to one’s sense of ‘manliness’, which only seems to be used regarding 

those who are somehow falling short. Polexstena’s usage is not directly opposed to that of 

Amphimachus, except perhaps that the one seeks to preserve life while the other would take 

it. Since Neptholimus was condemned for doing the opposite of what Polexstena requested, 

we can infer that the other warriors would concur with her assessment of the meaning of 

manliness. Although it is clear that all the warriors and even King Agamemnon defer to 

Neptholimus’ judgment on the matter, it is made equally obvious that this execution is not 

congruent with the morality of the warrior ethos. For “marger hófdijngiar beiddu henni 

grida og fridar þeir sem voru af lidi Gricia og þőtte hun vera frőm, fógur kurteis og a̋giæt 
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k(ongs) d(otter)”
105

; even King Agamemnon asks pardon for her, to which request 

Neptholimus does not respond. 

The unusual fury of Neptholimus is not limited to this particular event; in fact, 

during his first battle, he is said to be “so fullur kapps og reide, sem ormur af eitre”
106

. In 

this passage he is also described as displaying great courage. Later, when the Greeks first 

infiltrate the city, the tone is perhaps not quite so laudatory as before, yet still not directly 

critical: “einginn af Gricum var akafare enn Nevthol(imus) Pyrrhus [...] flester ætla ad hann 

mundi ei menskur vera er hann geck fram [...] daudra manna bukar voru af kafi dregner ur 

blodinu”
107

. Trójumanna saga is quite restrained in all other instances, so here the 

hyperbole makes distinct impact. By the time Neptholimus directs this ferocity at the 

defenseless Polexstena, the message is clear: he has gone too far. It is not difficult to 

discern the role Neptholimus’ sadistic impulse might play in this behavior. Yet why would 

he persist when the act would plainly have negative repercussions for his honor? For 

Polexstena has submitted to the Greeks. She poses no threat, either directly or tangentially, 

in terms of surviving relatives who might demand revenge. And since the act neither fulfills 

a demand for justice nor requires any bravery, no glory can come of it. Moreover, the deed 

is self-damaging in the broader context of the community. As a woman, Polexstena 

embodies the erotic instincts themselves: the productive impetus and creative potential, the 

life of the life-giver. Thus the significance for our analogy is ever greater: in the destruction 

of Polexstena is the symbolic annihilation of the society’s capacity to proliferate and 

rejuvenate. Deprived of this capacity, the Trojans have hope only of a future in ashes. We 

now must question why Neptholimus engages such overwhelmingly irrational activity? 

Consider Freud’s basic understanding of the death drive, an inexorable momentum towards 

nothingness. The sadistic urge deflects this outside, upon the other; the masochism we have 

discussed retains it within. Yet sadism proper, which Neptholimus clearly exhibits, can be 

appropriated against the self. If we examine the death instinct working in Neptholimus as 

an individual, we see that he derives sadistic satisfaction from enacting the execution of 

Polexstena, and moreover the secondary pleasure of offending the community he now 
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views as hostile. From an analogical perspective, he also derives libidinal fulfillment in 

performing the unsanctioned act that symbolically entails his own destruction.  
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Women and the Self-Preservative Instincts  

We have seen the shifty and elusive nature of the death instincts. In the most perilous 

demonstrations thus far, they materialize in characters like Neptholimus, agents of 

slaughter. Yet other manifestations exist, and are equally—if not even more—dangerous 

for the organism. The structure of gender roles I have propounded is tenuous; if women and 

womanishness are affiliated with the self-preservative instincts, then on which side of the 

instincts does that locate them? In Beyond the Pleasure Principle, Freud’s musings nearly 

lead him to conclude that the self-preservative instincts are truly agents of the death 

drive
108

. If the sum of all instinctual life strives to carry the organism into the natural end, 

then (from the perspective of infinitude) the relevance of the self-preservative instincts 

dissolves. Must they too belong to death? Freud demurs a few passages further on, and in 

his later essay “The Ego and the Id” he directly assigns them to Eros
109

. Yet one might 

think that Freud himself was not wholly convinced. When he first raises the idea in Beyond 

the Pleasure Principle, he supplied this footnote: “A correction of this extreme view of the 

self-preservative instincts follows”
110

. In the editions after 1925, however, Freud removes 

this, and never fully resolves his reasoning. Our response should not be to blindly, blithely 

accept this, of course, but to approach our analysis with the knowledge that this point is, at 

best, ambiguous. Perhaps it is simply a matter of perspective. As we delve into our 

discussion of Eros, the life instincts, I shall refer again to this dilemma. 

However we categorize the ego-instincts, they do seem most closely associated with 

women. Three female characters in Trójumanna saga—and there are not many altogether—

can be clearly linked with this principle. I have discussed Cassandra, and I shall turn a little 

later to Helena, who is rather more complicated. Let us commence with Andromacha, 

Hector’s wife and the mother of Astyanax. Seen in direct contrast with her husband, she 

illustrates the most basic and fundamental dimension of our analogy, and this example will 

expand our understanding of the death instinct as well. Like Cassandra and the wife of 

Protoselaus, Andromacha seems prophetic. Before battle, she “dreamed a horrible dream” 

and informs Hector (accurately, as we shall see) that he “falla mundi ef hann giordi ei efter 
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hennar radi”
111

. As seems to be his wont, Hector responds to the effect that no man can 

escape his fate: if he must die, then die he must. Realizing that she has no authority over her 

husband, Andromacha turns to the one she knows can command him, King Priamus, the 

voice of paternal domination. It is interesting, and perhaps surprising as well, that King 

Priamus indulges this fear of Andromacha, for in other episodes of the saga, he seems 

prepared to sacrifice for the chance at victory. He rationalizes the situation rather 

differently than we have understood it: we, cold spectators, view Hector as one more hero 

that dies for the possibility of his society’s survival (what some call ‘glory’). King Priamus 

reasons, with justice, that “sier þad mestu hættu ef hann tijndi honum”
112

; we are struck by 

the irony that in saving his people, Hector is depriving them of their best defense. Possibly 

King Priamus is superstitious, and nor would it be out of place to assume that King Priamus 

simply loves his son and naturally fears for his death. Yet we are beyond this. As readers, it 

is our duty to pursue patterns to their endings, for in each sign we may find revelation. Thus 

it is clear that whatever sentiments are informing King Priamus’ actions, as a leader he also 

has a mind (like the death drive) to prolong Hector’s involvement to ensure that he dies at 

the correct moment. 

In any case, Hector is too closely bound in the demands of the warrior ethos to 

capitulate so easily, and the death drive obliges him to the destructive act. He rages at his 

wife, and is unable to respond positively when she tries a new tact. This episode echoes that 

of Protoselaus and his wife: she, when she perceives the fate in store for her husband, 

merely delivers her advice and accepts the likelihood that it will be dismissed. 

Andromacha, on the other hand, cannot. She makes an emotional appeal regarding their 

family, casting down their son Astyanax and demanding: “hvor skal hann geima efter þijna 

lijfdaga, eda hvor skal þijn hefna, ef þesse þinn ungi son er drepinn eda hertekinn af 

Gricium, eda hvor mun sa̋ ed hann stirki”
113

. Andromacha presents a valid argument, which 

does not seem at odds with the warrior ethos. For they must consider the survival of their 

family unit as well as that of the community. When her pleas and tears fail to persuade, 

Andromacha turns once more to King Priamus, who again commands Hector to abstain. 
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That Hector does not allow himself to be influenced by a woman is significant, particularly 

in light of his brother Alexander’s actions, which we shall explore later in this chapter. He 

is submissive (critically: to a point) to his father’s will, and stays behind. Yet when Hector 

perceives the din of battle, he fears that the battle might have taken an ill turn for the 

Trojans. He is unable to help himself. Consider Freud’s explanation: “One group of 

instincts rushes forward so as to reach the final aim of life as swiftly as possible; but when a 

particular stage in the advance has been reached, the other group jerks back to a certain 

point to make a fresh start and so prolong the journey”
114

. Hector rushes forth towards 

death; his wife Andromacha wrenches him back. 

A scene of some note follows this episode. The saga devotes an entire paragraph to 

describing Hector and his armor and weapons as he girds himself; an unusual interest in 

detail, to be sure. This description is nowhere to be found either in De excidio Troiae 

historia or the Ilias Latina, suggesting the saga author felt it was a critical enough passage 

to incorporate.  It certainly does not feel out of place. If Hector is the greatest protector of 

Troy, should we not have a special care for that which protects him? He is connected 

elsewhere with armor, and on a couple occasions
115

 is caught stripping armor from his 

defeated foes on the battlefield. Hector is a prince of Troy: of course he has no real need of 

gear. The stolen (rather: won) armor is rather emblematic of his prowess, status markers 

commonly used by warriors. This is innocuous enough, but Hector is depicted performing 

this act more than any other warrior in Trójumanna saga. The association reveals the 

pattern within the pattern. Each time Hector attempts to plunder the armor of his enemies, 

he is subjected to vicious attack and wounded. Thus armor is directly connected with 

weakness. Yet when Hector is wounded early on in the war, “var hann miklu a̋kafare enn 

a̋dur, og hiő þa̋ bædi margt og stort, og mundi hann þá ollum Grickium hafa firerkomid j 

þeirre adlógu”
116

. Similarly, when Hector wounds Achilles during their private combat, 

Achilles “vard nu akafur vid þetta sa̋r, og sæker nu ad miklu snarpara enn a̋dur”
117

. In 

contrast, wounds are directly connected with strength. To put this into our broader context, 
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we see the irony play out in Trójumanna saga: the greatest armor of society is also its 

greatest weakness. Hector can only save Troy by his death, by depriving them of himself. 

And in this very divestiture is also Troy’s undoing. By the same token, in being wounded 

(for example, in losing a hero like Achilles), the Greeks are able to prolong the survival of 

their community.  

The connection between Andromacha and the life instincts is quite clear. Hector 

pushes one way, she another; the pattern is immediately obvious. Rather more obscure is 

understanding how Helena fits within the patterns of Trójumanna saga. She seems largely 

blameless in this saga, which is not always the case in the Matter of Troy—or even, indeed, 

in other redactions of Trójumanna saga. Perhaps it is more accurate to say Helena is guilty 

only of innocence, or obtuseness, in permitting herself to fall prey to Alexander’s trickery. 

For in contrast to King Priamus’ sister Eseonem, Helena is abducted, something the saga 

makes quite plain, and we shall explore it in depth. For now, let us consider her mental state 

throughout the saga. There are two seemingly contradictory points I wish to address. From 

Alexander’s deception to Menelaus’ recovery of Helena, the character is most often 

distressed and in need of consoling. Bound so powerfully to her grief and ceaseless 

lamentations, Helena follows the patterns Freud describes of mourning and melancholia—

which he connects implicitly with the death instincts. On the other hand (though intimately 

related), Helena experiences a fierce bout of guilt at the toll of battle, and she works hard to 

dissuade Alexander from engaging in battle. Again at Alexander’s death, she dissolves 

entirely into her sorrow at the loss of life. In conjunction, these two actions may signal that 

her activity stems from the self-preservative instincts—that is, from Eros. Whether we can 

then link the self-preservative instincts ultimately to the death drive, however, remains to 

be seen.   

So how does Freud understand mourning and melancholia? In his early essay 

“Mourning and Melancholia”, he distinguishes the two symptomatically solely by a 

“disturbance of self-regard”
118

. Otherwise they produce perfectly identical arrays of 

manifestations: dejection, cessation of activity, loss of interest in the external world. 
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Mourning is by far the simplest, and as such we shall discuss Helena’s mourning first. 

Despite her initial resistance and Alexander’s puerile amusement at his own trickery, 

Helena devotes herself and her happiness to her new husband. Perhaps it is more precise to 

say: she learns to deny that Alexander is the source of her unhappiness, so utterly that she 

herself is unconscious of it. Yet at his death she is immediately undone: “enn þad er minn 

liufi herra Alex(ander) er eg mun alldre efter hann glód vera”
119

. Her grief here is easily 

explained by this loss, which Freud believes should naturally lead to a “turning away from 

any activity that is not connected with thoughts of him”
120

. Since the love-object (that is, 

Alexander) no longer exists, the libido must be extracted from its attachment. Of course, 

since “people never willingly abandon a libidinal position”
121

, the process causes great 

distress. Even King Priamus and Hecuba note her sorrow and offer constant comfort. At the 

very end of the saga, Menelaus reclaims his wife: “þa̋ tok Menelaus aftur vid konu sinni 

mióg dapre, enn þő feck hann bratt huggad hana med sijnum fortólum”
122

. Once again, her 

distress is appeased by a husband. Helena’s recovery is just as appropriate as her grief in 

this context; as Freud writes, “when the work of mourning is completed the ego becomes 

free and uninhibited again”
123

. 

It is worth considering that Helena’s anguish, while ostensibly quite sincere, may be 

connected to Alexander’s death in a somewhat unexpected way. Her melancholia is evident 

near the middle of Trójumanna saga, at one of the early battles. As Helena observes the 

contest between Alexander and Menelaus, “vard henni af þessum fundi ei allijtil a̋higgia, 

snijst óll hennar gledi firer þennann adburd j þunga sorg harm og hrigd, þviat henni þőtti 

mikid af sier leida umm allt manntiőn og missætti, þad er ordid var”
124

. Let us see if this is 

justified in the text, both in her actions and in the eyes of other characters. An episode 

preceding Helena’s abduction is contrasted quite clearly. When Telamon is accused of 

having abducted Eseonem, sister of King Priamus; he denies this. Three elements of this 

episode are critical, for they reveal the care with which the saga author addresses the 
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matter. First, the act is equitable within the saga world. Telamon chose Eseonem as booty 

after a victorious battle in which the Greeks avenge themselves in response to a Trojan 

slight; Telamon is simply reciprocating. Second, Telamon’s actions are accepted by 

Hercules, the general of the campaign. If the leader approves, we may be sure it was 

sanctioned by society, and therefore is congruent with the warrior ethos. Finally, Eseonem 

herself vocalizes no objections; rather, the saga mentions “tokust med þeim a̋ster 

miklar”
125

. Therefore Telamon is justified when he asserts that “geck eg fram af þvilijkum 

dreingskap sem firer var af minne hendj, tok eg þessj laun firer mijna framqvæmd”
126

. 

Alexander’s actions are markedly different. In the first place, he does not “earn” Helena, as 

it were. Rather, he visits Menelaus’ estate on the pretense of a pleasure voyage. Menelaus 

treats Alexander and his men with every courtesy, and is repaid with treachery. If one crime 

is condemned in this saga, it is duplicity. Nor are his actions condoned by his brothers. 

True, Alexander’s father King Priamus supports the expedition, but this is to be expected as 

revenge was his intention from the beginning. Pantus recalls his father’s words: “ef 

Alexander tæke konu af Grickl(andi) ad þar af giordist monnum alldurtile mikill og ődæmi 

ollu þvi főlke er hier bigger”
127

. The saga subtly advocates Pantus, noting that this opinion 

was “j firersionarlejse þeirra er med kappi og heimsku fara vilia”
128

. It would seem, then, 

that the abduction is not grounded in the warrior code. Finally, although Helena comes to 

love Alexander, initially she does not consent. I shall discuss the nature of Alexander’s 

trickery more thoroughly later on; suffice it here to say that he facilitates a dilemma of 

theological and moral ambiguity, and the saga emphasizes that Alexander and his men 

“toku þadann j burt Elenam nauduga”
129

. On the basis of these three points, we can 

conclude that Helena was wrongfully seized, and was therefore blameless in the subsequent 

war.  

Nor do other characters accuse Helena; quite the opposite, in fact. We have already 

discussed Æneas’ speech in response to Amphimachus near the end of the war. Here, he 
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thoroughly condemns Alexander (who is at this point deceased) for voyaging to Greece “ad 

taka j burt Elenam hina fógru konu Menel(ai)” on the grounds that “sokti hann þangad þad 

erendi er oss er lijtil rettarbot ad, þő þa̋ hefdi skilid med oz og Gricum”
130

. In the eyes of 

the men, even those who resent the ongoing series of battles and would have no reason to 

make excuses for her, Helena is not to blame. Rather she is herself a victim of Alexander’s 

selfish deceit. It seems curious, then, though not inexplicable, that Helena should hold 

herself liable. Freud remarks on a strange little phenomenon of melancholia which may aid 

us in unraveling her reaction. In one sense, it seems quite the opposite of projection, which 

we discussed earlier. He writes: “If one listens patiently to a melancholic’s many and 

various self-accusations, one cannot in the end avoid the impression that often the most 

violent of them are hardly at all applicable to the patient himself, but that with significant 

modifications, they do fit someone else, someone whom the patient loves or has loved or 

should love”
131

. We have established the culpability of Alexander already. It is not so much 

of a stretch to surmise that Helena, having recognized this, has splintered the object-

relationship, the attachment of her libido to Alexander. But Helena is unable to withdraw 

and re-appropriate this libidinal attachment. Instead, she has withdrawn it into the ego 

where it serves to “establish an identification of the ego with the abandoned object
132

. 

Recall projection: the organism shields itself by attributing its unpleasant impulses to 

others. Here, essentially, the melancholic shields herself (more precisely, her idea of 

another) by attributing their unpleasant impulses and actions to the self. We might term it 

‘introjection’
133

. In any case, we must not concern ourselves with mere labeling; this leads 

to far more pretension than perception. What is critical is that Helena’s behavior here 

reveals keen insight on the part of the saga author. Of course, medieval Icelanders were not 

aware of Freud’s work, but they were unmistakably cognizant of that which he describes. 

That Helena has splintered the object-relationship in no way indicates that Helena 

can consciously relinquish Alexander, and indeed she works hard to convince him to avoid 
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the contests she knows he will lose. She plainly develops a fixation with Alexander, the 

loved object, yet simultaneously, this object-cathexis “must have had little power of 

resistance”
134

. It cannot escape mention that Helena was compelled not only to reconcile 

herself to her new life in Troy and her new husband Alexander, she also had to mourn 

separation from her first husband Menelaus. This is not the first time she must splinter the 

object-relationship. The repetition of the traumatic experience teaches Helena to form these 

attachments more intensely and more quickly; she has learned to make herself adaptable, 

and therefore resilient. As such, the libidinal energy of her fixations is made elastic, and as 

a result, she ultimately is able to return them to Menelaus with relatively little difficulty. 

Helena indulges in no mollification when she dissuades Alexander from targeting 

Menelaus. “þő þennann fund bere samann ad Alex(andrum) mun allt vanta, nema huginn 

eirn mun hann vid hann hafa”
135

. She repeats her admonition, and each time Alexander is 

subdued. Her sincerity is verified in her overwhelming dejection at his death: she 

condensed all her efforts into ensuring that she need not release the love object again, and 

they did not prove sufficient. The libidinal energies compelling Helena’s keen 

discouragement of the Alexander-Menelaus combat seek to evade the clutches of the ego, 

and the subsequent evolution from erotic- to ego-libido. In such a way, Helena “jerks back 

to a certain point to make a fresh start and so prolong the journey”
136

, in a fashion identical 

to that of the life instincts. Her associations with melancholia, however, signify that the 

death instincts are operating prominently within her psyche. For Freud remarks in “The Ego 

and the Id” that in “getting hold of the libido from the object-cathexes, setting itself up as 

sole love-object [...] the ego is working in opposition to the purposes of Eros and placing 

itself at the service of the opposing instinctual impulses”
137

. Here is the core of the conflict 

between instincts: the death instincts prompt Helena in one direction; yet the life instincts 

urge her in the opposite. Thus the scope of the life-death instinct conflict is embodied in 

Helena more fully and profoundly than in any other character in Trójumanna saga.  
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The Immoderate Eros 

The life instincts are perhaps not so nebulous as the death instinct, just as they are not 

particularly controversial. Their existence is not difficult to imagine. Like their opposing 

counterparts, however, the life instincts can, as Freud says, “jerk back” at the improper 

point in the organism’s life cycle. We know Thanatos ever seeks to elude the death that 

happens at an inappropriate moment. By the same token, so must it fight most furiously 

when the life instincts interrupt the proper death. We shall explore two heroes who embody 

the untimely life instincts: Achilles and Alexander. Achilles is, like Helena, a rather more 

intriguing case. Thus far he has been our paradigm of the warrior code, and as an agent of 

destruction, we have explored his connection to the death instinct. Yet Achilles exhibits 

other tendencies before he dies which resemble those we have associated with the life 

instincts. His infatuation with the Trojan Polexstena induces a severe deviation from the 

ethos he previously upheld—though, as we shall see, his departure is not complete. In 

Civilization and Its Discontents, Freud remarks that one instinct can perhaps never rear its 

head without the other following
138

. At the same time, the dual approach is essential; Freud 

clearly differentiates aggressive non-erotic aggression. At the funeral of Hector, Achilles 

catches sight of Polexstena, the daughter of Hecuba and King Priamus. Immediately, he 

“lagdi so mikinn hug a̋ hana, ad hann gade na̋lega einkis firer ofurast þeirre er hann hafdi a̋ 

henni, og so geck nærre honum su a̋st ad hann matti varla ur reckiu rijsa”
139

. The 

beguilement of Achilles is swift and extreme. He sends his confidants to ask for 

Polexstena’s hand—and it is curious that Achilles makes this request of Queen Hecuba 

rather than Polexstena’s father. This “excessive love” which induces Achilles to unusual 

inactivity also prompts him to seek out female authority. It can be no coincidence, too, that 

when presented with the choice to end the fighting and wed Polexstena or continue fighting 

and lose her, Achilles unhesitatingly advises the Greeks to settle. 

Achilles, of course, fails to mention in his speech the true reason for his desire to 

make peace. Instead, he persuades that “hvorsu mikid illt hlotist hefdi af eirnre konu [...] og 

sijndist honum radlegra ad leitad være um sætter, so ei forsőmudust leingur óll þau gædi 
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firer þetta strijd sem menn ættu j sijnu landi”
140

. He is not providing the Greeks with sound 

advice, but rather attempting to manipulate them to suit his own needs. The Greeks are not 

moved by his exhortations. When the Trojans and Greeks resume combat, Achilles refuses 

to fight, perhaps sulking that the other warriors dismissed his counsel. Again, we see the 

denial of the destructive instinct in association with the feminine principle. It goes further 

still, for the counsellor Nestor approaches Achilles to persuade him to fight. One tactic is to 

make a jibe at Achilles’ manliness. He relays King Agamemnon’s message that Achilles 

should “giorer sem gődum dreing hæfer, og slijkum hreistimanne sem þu ert ad ganga j 

orustu med vinum þijnum og frændum, <helldur> enn liggia j herbudum sem einn kona þa̋ 

adrer hreisti menn ganga til orustu og bardaga og hætta sijnu lijfi”
141

. Unexpectedly, Nestor 

encourages him to cast off his “grief and sorrow”, emotions we have discussed concerning 

Helena. Achilles is lovesick, and perhaps somewhat bitter. But full of grief seems rather 

more unlikely. Nestor’s rebuke is predicated on their shared expectation that behavior for 

men and women will differ. Since women, with the exception of Penticelena and her shield 

maidens, generally do not partake in fighting, they are exempt from the warrior ethos. 

Helena’s refusal to engage in any other activity but her own sorrow is not inappropriate, 

and thus King Priamus and Queen Hecuba have no compunctions about indulging and 

comforting her. Achilles, on the other hand, is duty-bound to reject anything that might 

tempt him to disregard the warrior ethos. King Agamemnon asks Achilles to resume 

fighting once more, and again, Achilles flatly refuses. He falls prey to the seductive powers 

of a woman, unlike Hector, who spurned Andromacha’s endeavors to bar him from battle. 

It is only when Achilles witnesses his own men being routed that he is stirred to act: the 

demands of death overwhelm the call of Eros. Like Hector, Achilles is responsive to the 

plight of his fellows, and cannot bear to see them falter without his aid. Here is his 

redemption. Achilles is untimely in his efforts to cease battle, and the saga distinctly 

connects this with ‘womanish’ behavior.  

We may recognize Achilles’ responsibility for his death, yet blame plainly rests on 

Alexander, the other hero who exemplifies the perils of the disproportionate life instinct. In 
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the Homeric tradition, it is wily Odysseus (our Ulisses) who embodies that morally 

ambiguous quality of being πολύμητις, of many counsels, many-minded, shrewd. 

Oftentimes it is cleverness that enables Odysseus to survive, but Odysseus himself is 

uneasy with the consequences his shrewdness has for others. In the court of Alcinous, the 

bard Demodocus sings of the sack of Troy, in particular the infamous Trojan horse, an 

ingenious device for which Odysseus is traditionally responsible. Homer writes that at this 

point, shielding his face from the men, Odysseus weeps and sighs like a woman grieving 

over the corpse of her husband, about to be dragged into captivity with her children
142

. 

Such is the conflict of Homer’s Odysseus; conflict, I might add, which some would term 

redemption. In Trójumanna saga, the quality Homer describes as πολύμητις seems on the 

whole to be divided between Ulisses and Alexander, the former representing the heroic 

elements, the latter the negative ramifications. The saga makes it clear that Alexander uses 

his cleverness to manipulate others. Thus enamored by the potential for self-gain, in 

Odysseus’ place, Alexander would be incapable of such poignant grief at Demodocus’ 

song. His trickery—treachery—takes shape in two major episodes. The first I have already 

discussed somewhat, though our focus centered rather on Helena than Alexander. The 

second episode concerns the circumstances of Achilles’ death. The following passages 

explore and remark upon these incidents. First, however, let us circle back to Freud’s 

Beyond the Pleasure Principle to better understand Alexander’s connection with the life 

instincts. 

Since Alexander is responsible for so many deaths, it might seem counter-intuitive 

that I should link him directly with Eros. Or perhaps it seems obvious for the wrong reason: 

Alexander, the most famous lover to walk the “ringing plains of windy Troy”
143

. Naturally, 

the prince should be associated with Eros. Yet we must resist the temptation of contracting 

the life instincts (Eros, as Freud terms it) into a simple dynamic of the sex drive. Freud’s 

Eros certainly encompasses sexual desire and the libido—which, I might add, are not 

synonymous themselves—but it is far more than that. We can trace the activity which 

substantiates Eros, and this manifests in a broad range of behaviors. At this point, what is 
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crucial to understand is the precise moment Eros engages most fiercely with the death 

instincts. Recall the vesicle Freud describes, with its shield of the cortical layer. Energies 

can, of course, break through this protective layer, and are then termed ‘traumatic’. This 

extensive disturbance prompts the organism to then “set in motion every possible defensive 

measure”
144

. This might explain the advice of Æneas to settle, against which Amphimachus 

strives so furiously. Or certainly Ulisses, when he feels he has the right to claim Achilles’ 

armor on account of his clever counsel. Such circumstances emphasize the nobility of this 

counsel.  In such light, the trickery of Alexander and his subsequent deviance from the 

warrior ethos may be understood at least in part as his defense mechanism. Yet the episode 

of Helena’s abduction proves that Alexander will resort to treachery at any point, even 

when he himself is not threatened. For this reason, Alexander is our paradigm of the 

inappropriate life instincts. 

To revive the scene: Alexander and his men have sailed to the house of Menelaus 

on the pretense of friendship. A pleasure voyage. Menelaus plays the generous host, and 

offers the Trojans whatever Helena wishes to bestow. Alexander, who has already set his 

sights on the queen
145

, “þőtti kurteislegt, enn huxar med sier þad er honum biő j skapi ad 

flitia hana a̋ burt med sier”
146

. The Trojans accept the hospitality. Alexander approaches 

Helena in a temple (the location is significant) and tosses an apple in her lap. The message, 

which Helena naively reads aloud, says “eg sver vid godinn ad eg skal Alex(andro) giftast, 

og hans drottn(ing) vera hiedann j fra”
147

. Alexander likely chooses the site of a temple 

because he knows Helena would not violate an oath sworn there before the gods. He even 

threatens that Helena will provoke the gods’ wrath “ef hun rifi h(eilog) firerheit og qvad 

hana firersied hafa enda sinna þrifa allra ef hun brigdi af þessu”
148

. The second treachery 

we shall discuss also takes place in a temple. Together, these two suggest a keen disregard 

for the proper piety Helena displays. Essentially, Alexander does not hold himself to the 

same standard to which he expects Helena will hold herself: he knows full well that he errs. 
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In Trójumanna saga, the instances of people “jerking back” against the death instinct’s 

inclination towards utter destruction are invariably connected to cleverness, shrewdness, 

πολύμητις. I have brought Æneas and Ulisses in to demonstrate the positive consequences. 

It is true that some characters respond negatively to this cleverness, associating it with 

‘womanishness’ or cowardice; Amphimachus is the most obvious example. Yet the counsel 

on the whole plainly benefits the community, and it is propounded, ostensibly, because 

Æneas has the common good in mind. On the other hand, the clever trickery of Alexander 

is entirely selfish. It is merely fortuitous for Alexander that King Priamus already seeks 

revenge against the Greeks, and thus supports his plan. 

Alexander is, like any filial son, willing to support his father King Priamus. We 

have seen similar behavior from Amphimachus, who is particularly eager to comply with 

his father’s wishes. When King Priamus summons a council and describes his plans to 

avenge the Trojans’ disgrace at the hands of the Greeks. Hector, as the eldest son, answers 

first. His speech indicates willingness specifically to avenge his grandfather King 

Laomedon. Even here, Hector senses that the war will be unfavorable for the Trojans, yet 

he recognizes he must “eg <mun> lifa slikann alldur sem mier er ætladur minna firer settra 

forlaga”
149

. Alexander’s speech, on the other hand, is slightly more effusive.  

 

eckj hrædist eg ad fara þessa ferd, er fader vor vill farinn se, og mun oss þad 

verda til sigurs og sæmdar, sijnist mier ei anad ra̋dlegra enn ad bua þessa 

ferd til sem best [...] sijnist mier eckj vera ferdinn mannhætt, hvad sem til 

rettijnar verdur, meigid þier sia̋ hvoria sneipu þeir hafa giort oss, og þar firer 

veit eg ad þier mundud vilia ad þeir ættu umm stundar saker efter ad sækia 

sijnum hlut, og vid skerdann hlut eiga ad una sier, sem vier hofum a̋tt efter 

vorum hlut vid þa̋, vil eg biódast ad giorast hófdijngi jfer þessare ferd, 

kemur mier þad mióg ővart ad eg fare erindislaust þangad, þvi mig hefur so 

dreimt þa̋ eg var j Da̋skőgi j hófud hofe Apollinis, og hvetur þad mig miog 

til þessarar ferdar [...] higg eg þann frægre er þessa for fer enn hinn er heima 

situr.
150

 

 

While Hector clearly speaks from a position of strength, he accepts his duty while 

maintaining a measure of prudence. Alexander, like his brother Helenus after him, 
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manipulates the discussion to define the opposing sides as the cowardly and the brave. By 

transforming the stakes thus, Alexander gains stability in his position as leader. He has 

conceived a plan to abduct the loveliest woman from Greece, and feels justified in using 

any convenient argument at hand, such as fulfilling his father’s will. We have already seen 

Alexander’s disregard for religious matters. His introduction of the vision from Apollo only 

emphasizes Alexander’s tendency for base and selfish manipulation. The laudable 

cleverness of Ulisses and his sound counsel is transformed into something threatening 

when wielded by Alexander. 

 Alexander’s entrapment of Achilles is actually his mother Queen Hecuba’s idea. 

Queen Hecuba conceives enmity towards Achilles on account that he killed two of her 

sons. The plan is to lure Achilles into a temple on the pretense that he will meet his desired 

Polexstena. Alexander “tok gladlega under þessa tilleitan, tijndi hann nu skiőtt sijnum 

manndome firer hennar umtólur, so hann villdi nu þegar giarnann stelast a̋ hann med 

þioflegu svikrædi, og svivirdilegu tilstilli er hann ma̋tti adur alldre vinna j bardaga edur 

nockre dreingskaparlist [...] eckj vissi Pri(amus) k(ongur) til þessara svika”
151

. While the 

saga author does not explicitly tell us that this treachery is a ‘womanish’ quality, it is 

generated from Queen Hecuba, and is entirely against the ‘manly’ warrior ethos. While he 

is submissive to the father, Alexander, in “putting aside his manliness,” identifies far more 

with his mother. It may offer insight to revive our discussion of the Oedipus complex, 

which we previously discussed in regard to Amphimachus. In “The Dissolution of the 

Oedipus Complex” Freud describes how the male child normally triumphs over the 

complex by eschewing the libidinal attachments to his parents and instead identifying with 

the father
152

. I should like to consider Alexander as the representation of the child that fails 

to accomplish this. The fact that Alexander undertakes this unmanly treachery so willingly 

suggests a kind of self-castration. We have observed Helena’s evaluation of Alexander: 

“mun allt vanta, nema huginn eirn mun hann vid hann hafa”
153

. Such words cannot be 

particularly comforting to anyone, and it seems plausible that this comment would have 
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produced feelings of anxiety and animosity in Alexander. If his father King Priamus and his 

elder brother Hector exhibit the ‘manly’ qualities of the warrior ethos, but Alexander 

himself is lacking, where does that leave him? Resentment might cause him to desire to 

“take the place of the mother and be loved by the father”
154

. It is certainly evident that 

Alexander yearns to please him; yet we cannot deny that his avid pursuit of ‘womanly’ 

methods suggest his identification with the female. This is particularly evident in light of 

Hector’s refusal to let his wife Andromacha persuade him to shun the battle. Note: Helena 

is able, with minimal effort, to convince Alexander to avoid single combat with Menelaus. 

While undoubtedly related, this topic in part exceeds the bounds of our discussion of 

Thanatos and Eros; as such, we leave the rest to future inquiry. For us now, it suffices that 

we may link Alexander to the feminine principle which, in Trójumana saga at least, would 

situate him closer to Eros and its untimely manifestations. 

 The saga author plainly disapproves of Alexander and Hecuba’s scheme, and even 

admits that Achilles “var ei diupsær ad viti sem hann var hardur til fra̋rrar framgóngu og 

sőknar”
155

. Indeed he is gullible enough to imagine that Polexstena awaits him in the 

temple of Apollo. Of course Achilles does have good reason to assume noble intentions: the 

temple was a site of secure truce for Trojans and Greeks alike
156

. Here is another deviance 

from the warrior ethos on Alexander’s part. It should be noted that the life instinct does not 

simply manifest as cowardice in Trójumanna saga. Rather, Eros operates by inducing 

characters to “set in motion every possible defensive measure”
157

, which usually entails 

some cleverness or trickery. It might, perhaps, be argued that Alexander’s role in Achilles’ 

death is cowardly: he brought far more men and was far better prepared. Yet the matter is 

not so simple, for although Alexander ensures that he has the upper hand, he does fight 

Achilles, and elsewhere in Trójumanna saga he leads other men into battle
158

. For the most 

part, Eros operates in conjunction with the self-preservative instincts. As readers, we must 

rely on other characters to judge whether Alexander’s self-preservative actions are 
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cowardice or not; when Æneas and Helena accuse Alexander, they do not suggest it is so. 

Rather, trickery is Alexander’s response, like the little vesicle compromised, to master “the 

amounts of stimulus which have broken in [...] so that they can then be disposed of”
159

. 
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Conclusion 

Freud’s writings are not only controversial, they can also be self-contradictory, and they 

transform as he develops his theory. This is further complicated by Freud’s conviction that 

the drives themselves are also contradictory; as such, navigating his theories is a perilous 

business. Let us consider the distinction between the sexual and self-preservative instincts 

more closely. In Beyond the Pleasure Principle, Freud contends that the self-preservative 

(or ego-) instincts function to eliminate “any possible ways of returning to inorganic 

existence other than those which are immanent in the organism itself”
160

; that is, life is 

preserved only that it might die in the proper way. Ultimately, instinctual life functions to 

reconcile the organism with the eventuality of its own demise, and so even the instinct of 

self-preservation is subordinate to the precondition of life: death. And yet, as Freud 

recognizes, the sexual instincts appear under quite different conditions. In Section V, he 

wanders into the realm of speculative biology, hypothesizing that the smallest constituent 

organisms which make up the individual, being independent from the larger body, develop, 

and “in the end once again one portion of their substance pursues its development to a 

finish, while another portion harks back once again as a fresh residual germ to the 

beginning of the process of development”
161

. While his science may be suspect, the analogy 

holds in Freud’s understanding of the human individual. We see the identical pattern: the 

one category of instincts resolutely guides the organism to completion (that is, death), and 

as a particular stage is approached, the other category of instincts awakens and wrenches in 

the opposite direction, thereby prolonging the journey. This impulse to revive is, of course, 

governed by what Freud termed the sexual instincts, the “true life instincts”
162

. This is not 

to say that the other instincts do not seek to preserve life, but rather, that the ultimate 

function of the sexual instincts comes into opposition with the ultimate function of all other 

instincts at a particular juncture in the organism’s life. Freud’s grouping is thus a matter of 

differentiation rather than definition.  

 Now we have distinguished the true life instincts, we shall probe their relation with 

the death instincts a little further. In “The Ego and the Id”, Freud discusses the polarity of 
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the life and death instincts in terms of love and hate. This is by no means a simplification or 

reduction of the true natures of the drives. The opposition between the two transforms when 

viewed from separate angles, for if we group love and hate into the contrast of positive and 

negative and their associated emotions, we must understand love and hate as opposites. At 

the same time, as Freud notes
163

, the distinction can be ambiguous, and the one is often 

observed alongside the other. This suggests that the opposition of the life and death 

instincts is by no means absolute. Freud resolves this matter by exploring the process by 

which hate can transform into love, and vice-versa. Such development takes place, he 

reasoned, by means of a type of neutral energy which can be displaced and augment either 

drive, resulting in the apparent shift of one instinct into the other. This neutral energy, by 

Freud’s reckoning, is in fact drawn from a wellspring of desexualized Eros, which is 

mediated, or sublimated, in passage from the id to the ego. Thus what originally might have 

appeared to be a hostile impulse is instead revealed to be derived from Eros. What remains 

is an opposition of internal contradictions. We previously ascertained that the very drives 

that sometime sought the preservation of life ultimately act to destroy it; simultaneously, 

that which seems to seek destruction is in truth rechanneled energy proceeding from Eros, 

the true life drive.  

The self-contradictory drives of the individual are mirrored in the self-contradictory 

values of the society, as the saga calls to mind. The warrior in Trójumanna saga is 

confronted with two realities: on the one hand, he can endanger his own life in order to 

possibly preserve the society; on the other hand, if he rejects the warrior ethos and seeks 

chiefly to preserve his own life, he may endanger his own society. I have shown how the 

conflict between values is enacted in the contest for ownership of the armor of Achilles. 

Ajax embodies the ideal of the warrior ethos: he argues that he has earned the armor on 

account of his valor, a virtue which essentially suggests his willingness to sacrifice himself 

in battle. Ajax criticizes Ulisses for shirking this duty. In response, Ulisses cites his history 

of offering the Greeks sound advice, and counters that he is simply clever enough to stay 

alive to continue providing this advice. While the warriors ultimately select Ulisses for the 

honor, suggesting endorsement of a more permanent end to the war, the scene clearly 
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signals conflict within the community. Ajax plows forward on the path to destruction, like 

the instinct that guides the organism towards its final aim. Ulisses is not a coward; he 

exhibits remarkable skill in the battlefield. Yet when this death-march advances to a certain 

stage, Ulisses jerks in an opposite direction. It is this motion, facilitated by his clever 

nature, which brings the long war to an end, or at least prolongs the life of the warrior 

community. That Ulisses employs his cunning to ensure the survival of the Greek army 

distinguishes him from Alexander. We have discussed the ‘womanish’ tendencies of this 

Trojan warrior. Of course, this speaks only to the opposition between ‘manly’ and 

‘womanish’ which is projected in the saga, and happens to be reflected in our discussion of 

competing societal values. As a consequence of Alexander’s identification with his mother 

rather than his father, King Priamus, he is in thrall to the demands of the life instinct. Like 

Ulisses, Alexander is cunning. But since he most often uses his talent for selfish purposes, 

even to the detriment of society, he must be understood to represent the immoderate life 

drive. Alternatively, that the Greeks award Ulisses the armor and openly commend him 

over Ajax suggests a balance of the drives, and thus a balance of these values within the 

community. 

This conflict manifests in many ways in the saga. For example, we might inquire: 

which force truly won the war? Was it brute strength, represented by Achilles? Or was it 

ingenuity and craft, represented by Ulisses? More to the point, how would medieval 

Icelanders have responded? The saga clearly disapproves of some actions, often through a 

device common in the sagas: by remarking on the general reaction of the society. One such 

occasion takes place, as we have seen, after the battle has concluded. Neptholimus, 

ostensibly with no other motive than his own rage, executes a young woman, at which “var 

þad verk allmiog lastad, af ollum velburdugum monnum”
164

. I have shown how this 

episode points to the death drive in excess. Yet regarding the Trojan War at large, the saga 

author is far more restrained about valuing one force over the other. This reticence is 

congruent with Freud’s own conclusions. Rather, privileging one drive or one value over 

the other seems considerably less constructive than simply acknowledging the necessity of 

two forces which happen, at various stages, to come into conflict.  
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This study has emphasized several levels of oppositions: life and death, ‘manliness’ 

and ‘womanishness’, creation and destruction, love and hate. To reiterate: none of these are 

absolute, and they occasionally work together. Regarding the nature of the distinction 

between life and death drives, Freud presents labyrinthine arguments. Both instincts, he 

avers, “bring back earlier states of living substance”
165

. Yet Freud questions this very 

principle in the following paragraph, implying that it is “the case that, apart from the sexual 

instincts, there are no instincts that do not seek to restore an earlier state of things”
166

. Jane 

Gallop discusses this paradox and Freud’s seeming recalcitrance in clarifying
167

, 

concluding that Freud never directly resolves the issue, but rather radicalizes it. To my 

mind, Freud may simply have confused himself here and added an extra negative in a 

complex sentence. In any case, it seems likely that Freud tended towards the belief that 

while “both Eros and Thanatos seek to return to an earlier state, the state Thanatos seeks is 

earlier than that sought by Eros”
168

. This pattern too echoes in Trójumanna saga. We have 

used Alexander and Neptholimus as paradigms for the drives in immoderation, life and 

death respectively. After entrapping Achilles and defeating him with his warriors, 

Alexander “la̋ta draga hann ut firer dijr og fugla”. At this point, his brother Helenus steps in 

and “fann margt til ad þad skilldi ei nockurn ma̋tta giora, og sagdi þad óngva hefnd hans 

ővinum”
169

. Alexander’s impulse to such savagery is unusual in the saga. While Hector on 

occasion wishes to despoil his fallen foes of their armor, this act, being methodical and of 

clear economic purpose, is sanctioned by society and its warrior ethos. It is civilized. Even 

Achilles, after the Greeks remove Hector’s corpse to their camp, grants Priamus his son’s 

body. The infamous scene of Achilles’ mistreatment of Hector’s body does not appear in 

Trójumanna saga; Achilles simply chases the Trojans back to their city walls and returns, 

wounded, to his tent
170

. Alexander’s brutality is unique in the saga, and suggestive of his 

mental return to a bestial state, a rejection of the demands of society and civilization. 
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In the opposite direction, Neptholimus needlessly executes a young woman, unable 

to quiet his own furious impulse. The death he aims for is ultimate: for he simultaneously 

ensures that Polexstena, who could have been assimilated into their society, will not bear 

children. He silences her creative potency completely. Thus the return sought by the death 

drive can be understood to be earlier than that sought by the life instinct. Alexander and 

Neptholimus are each gripped by a similar savagery, though it is enacted in different ways. 

The one man returns to the early bestial self that rejects the civilizing influence of society; 

the other man secures a return to the earliest chaotic nothingness. One other example 

illustrates the death instinct’s tendency to aim for annihilation. As the Trojans debate 

whether to sue for peace, Amphimachus soundly berates proponents of the settlement plan. 

He claims it “őgioranda og őhæfilegt ad skrijda under skegg ővinum vorum og andskotum, 

og heidra þa̋ er vier ættum hvorvetna illt ad giallda, sem mest vier mættum”
171

.  This stern 

adherence to the warrior ethos might, in another context, be applauded; and he is not nearly 

so extreme as Neptholimus. Yet Amphimachus clearly encourages his fellows on the 

inexorable path to death which, seeking a return to the inorganic state, entails the utter 

destruction of his people. 

Whether or not we accept Freud’s theory of instinctual drive, we must acknowledge 

the existence of conflicting forces both in the human psyche and in society. Humans are not 

purely rational creatures, and Freud’s ideas provide a unique formula for addressing 

irrational behavior. These lives maintained in the saga-world only mimic perpetuity. The 

battle-truce cycle ceases; Amphimachus is eventually consumed by his penchant for death; 

the lives of the defending heroes are spent; Troy burns. What remains is the series of signs 

that are confirmed by the pattern’s end. These signs are by no means infinite, and nor are 

they always simple or direct. The death drive does not merely signify suicidal tendencies; 

Freud’s theory is multifaceted, and far more abstract. Rather, it signals the fascination with 

that which is both impossible and the only possibility: death is unknowable and absolute, 

and an attempt to understand it is essentially an attempt to conceive the inconceivable. 

Although few scholars have devoted attention to it, Trójumanna saga weaves an intriguing 

tapestry with these competing values. While the threads do not shine so brightly or 
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intricately, perhaps, as other texts in the Old Norse-Icelandic literary corpus, the saga 

weaves new color into very old characters, and lays its indelible mark in the Matter of Troy. 

Trójumanna saga deserves to be studied, and this thesis should induce further research, 

both into the saga itself, and the application of psychoanalytic concepts to Norse literature. 
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